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The Ninety-three Bais 

Yaakov Girls of Cracow: . ' 
His.to.ry or Typology? 

Judith 'fydor Baumel and iacob J. Schacter, 

Jewish m�rtyrdom duri11g the Holocaust is a tragic and e;'.,.otional!y charged issue 
for anyone examining Jewish life under Nazi rule. During the past generation, a 
number of accounts of both physical and spiritual martyrdom have metamor# 

pho'sed into mucl:i mere than storiey; of br�very in the face of adversity. ')Vith the 
passage of�time, the historical'events have become symlfolic parables wov"en into 
the tapestry uf Jewish heroism and have taken their place in the historical/ 
legenda!y chronicles of the Jewish peoples One such episode is drat of the alleged 
martyrdom of 9J'.young•womeri, students of the Bais Yaakov school for girls in 
Cracow during the summer of 1942_. Few precise historical facts are known about 
this incident; yet, within months of its alleged occurrence, it, became a prime 
example of exalted and lauoable Jewish behavi9r)n the face of Nazi persecution. 

The place: the Cracow ghetto in western Galicia. The time: SU)llmer 1942. From 
April 194) until June 1942, the Cracow ghetto had been under the authority of the 
general Nazi administration. In early June 1942, the first of a series of events 
occurred which would eventually lead to the ghetro's liquidation in March 1943-
authority for the ghetto of Cracow was handed over to the security police, the S.S. 
and the police of the General Government. The transfer of authority was charac• 
terized by two phenomena: the heightened presence of Germans in the ghetto from 
that date onward and the deportations from the Cracow ghetto which began that 

An earlier version of the first part of this essay was delivered by Dr. T ydor Baum el at the 
First International Conference on Religious Life and Religious Thought During and After 
the Holocatist, June 1986. It was sponsored by the Ar,nold and Leona Finkler. Institute of 
Holocaust Research at Bar�llan University. 
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month.1 The protagonists: teachers anl students in the Cracow Bais Yaakov 
seininary for girls. In 1917, the first of a series of religious/vocationai institutions for 
Jewish girls called Bais Yaakov was founded in Cracow by Sarah Schenierer 
(1883-19JS),�a former seamstress. Eight years later, she founded a teachers' 
seminary, also in Cracow. Between the two world wars, hundreds of girlS had 
studied at the high school, seminary, or one of tte,schqol's extensions.2 With the 
outbreak of War, the young studehts frompther cities'studytng in Oracow had been 
cut off from their families, but within a,shortJime, many had managed to be 
reunited with them in various. locatioru; throughout Poland'.. When all Jewish 
schools were closed by de�ree of ;h�German �rmy in 1939, 1:he seminary was forced 
underground. For close ,.;to three jears, clandestine lessons on various aspects of · 
Bible, Jewish law and Jewish thought were taught to the students who had 
remained in Cracow.3 

Ac'cording to two sources described below, the following event took place. 4 Qn 
July 27, 1942, the ninety-three students, studying, together in the, Bais Yaakov 
school in Cracow were discovered by th'e Nazis. The•girls, .. ra'nging in age from 
fourteen to twenty•two, were -transferred by their captors, t'o another building, 
apparently within the ghetto. Little is known about the physical conditions in 
which the girls were.held. For close to two weeks they w,ere kept in a dar� room or 
in several dark rooms, totally unaware of what the future· was to hold in store for 
them. On the 9th of August, the girls were permitted to bathe with warm water for 
the first time since their capture. The following day they were taken to .a large 
]iuilding with well-lit rooms and beautiful beds./Phe girls were ordered ,to bathe 
again� their clothes were taken away and'they were kiv'en nightSowns to wear. 

1Abraham Wein and Aharon Weiss, Pinkas ha•Kehilot, Poland Uerusalem, 1984), 33-36i 
Aryeh Bauminger, et al. (eds.), Sefe:r Krakov: Ir i\faem be-Yisrael Qerhsalem, 1959), 38b400; 
ha-Yehudim be-Krakov (Haifa, 1983), 56-67. ' 

For other information about Cracow,Jewry befor� apd after the ghetto was established, 
see Binyamin Mintz and Israel Klausner, ed., Sefer ha•Zevaot Ue,rusalem, 19,45); 127-33, 
157-62, 258-61. For the bound�ries 04!:e ghetto, see ibid., 258-'5,9; ha-,Yehudim bi-Krakov, 
ibid., end. 

2Pinkas ha--Kehiloc, ibid., 30. For information on S3rahSchenierer and the early days of 
the Bais Yaakov movement in Cracow, see Judith Grunfeld.R'.osenbaum, "Sara Scheriierer," 
Jewish Leaders (1750-1940), ed. by Leo Jung (New York, 1953), 407�32; Em'bi;Yis,ael (Tel 
Aviv, 1955), 2 vols.; Yosef Friedenson, "Batei ha•SefeI' lPien�t Bet•Yi3kov be-Polin," 
ha-Hinukhve-lia-Tdrbut ha-lvrit be-Eropah, ed. by Tzevi &harfstein (New York, 1957), 61-82; 
i'ehezkel Rottenberg, ed., Em Bi-Yisrael: Sefe:r Zikkaron le-Sarah Shnirer-(Bnai Brak, 1960); 
Sefe:r ha-Yove! ha-25 shel Bet ha-Sefe:r ha-Tikhon ve-ha-SemiMr le-GaMnot u-le-Morot 'Bet 
Yaakov' b�-Tel Aviv,_1936-1961 (Tel Aviv, 1961); Tzevi Scharfstein, Gedolei Hinukh be• 
Amenu Qerusalem, 1964), 226-43; Aharon Suraski, Toledot ha-Hinukh ha-Torani bi-Tekufah 
ha-Hadashah (Bnai Brak, 1967), 420-61. 

3Moshe Mark, "93," ha•Derekh (April 1, 1943), 2; Hannah Weiss, "Kiddush Hashem," 
Se/er ha•Yovel ha•25, ibid., 20-21. For evidence about underground religious instruction in 
Cracow's ghetto during this time, see Aryeh Bauminger, Lohamei Geto Krakov (Tel Aviv, 
1967), 28, based on testimony given at the Eichmann trial. 
· 4THis desc'ription B based on Hannah Weiss, ibid., 18-19, and the letter written byCh�ya 
Feldman, cited below. 
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Finally they were told ·that on the evening of August 11th a group of German 
soldiers would be coming to 11visit" them. The meaning of this "visit" was not lost on -
these girls. Accordingly, they decided th�t the time had come to use the poison 
which their seminary's headmistress had prepared ahead of time and had managed 
to keep with--...het; throughout the �rdeal. Before returning her soul to her maker, one 
of the girls, Chaya Feldman, penned a letter describing the girls' final hours. The 
two pages written ill Yiddish with German characters, were addressed to Meir 
Schenkolewski in New York City, secretary of the WorJd Beth Jacob Movement 
and a member of the Central Committee of Agudath Israel. 'According to Schenko
lewski, the letter was smuggled out of the ghetto and several weeks later it reached 
Daniel �wenstein, a textile merchant living in Switzerland, whose address was well 
knowfl to tH.Ose wishiri.g to send informatio� out of occllpied Europe. Lew�nstein 
immediately forwarded the letter to Schenkolewski and it arrived in New York via 
air mail at the beginning of)anuary 1943.5 

The original letter and an English translation reads as follows: 

II August 1942 

Liber-Freind Herr Schenkalewsky in New York, 

Ich waisz nischt ob dieszer Brief wird Sie eraichen. Waiszen Sie noch wer ich 
bin? Wir haben uns in den Hausz von Frau Schenirer kennen gelaernt und 
spater in Marienbad wider getrofen. Wen diszer in lhrer Hande erreicht, lebe 
ich nischt mer. Mit ;,,ir sint 92 Bes Jakob madschen. Noch einige Stunten 
und ales is nischt mehr. Gruszen Sie Herrn Rosenheim. und unsern Freind 
Gutman, beide in England. Wir h�ben unsz alle in Wars.chau bei unser . 
Freind sholemman ge,troffen und sholemszon war auch da. Wir haben 
gelaernt und dass Land wo der Brif gaeht hat uns gesendet Brodt. Wir haten 
vier Zimern. Den 27 Juli sind wir geholt warden iind in ein dunckel Zimer 
geworfen(?) haben nur majim. Haben(?) aus dem Rosch Davit gelarnt und 
Mut gehabt. Unser Alter' ist von 14 bisz 22, die Jungen haben Mairoh, ich 
laerne zusamen Mamma Soros taitsch, gud leben for hachem, aber gud zu 
staetben auch. Vorgeastern und gaestern sind wir heisz gebadet worden und 
man hat unsz gesagt heuite nacht werden kimen delltsche Soldaten unsz 
besuchen. Wir haben geastern die schwio gethan zusamen zu sterben. Man 
hat uns geastern in ein groszes Hausz mit haellem Zimern und schoenen 
Beten gesaendet. Deutsche wiszen nischt, '<las Bad ist unszere tevile vor 
den Todt. Man hat unsz haint alles genomen und nur ein Hemt geschaenkt. 
Wir haben all Givt. Wen Soldaten komen werden wir alle drincken. Haint 
sind wir zuszamen, laernen gansen jom vidujohi(?). Wir haben kaine 
moiroh. Dancken guter Freind vue� ales. Wir haben eine Bite, sagen 

5Correspondence (Tydor Baumel) with Mr. Meir Schenkolewsky, January 15, 1985i 
interview (fydor Baumel) with Mr. Schenkolewsky, New York, July 16, 1985. 

Lewenstein died in Swfrzerland in 1982 at the age of 76. For a picture of him as well as 
some information about his personality, see R. Levi Yitzhak Heilperin, Maaliyot be•Shabbat · 
Qerusalem, 1984), 207-11. The book was dedicated in his memory. 
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Sie Kadich. vuer uhsz 93 ih/e kinder. Baelde sind wir bei mama Sorq. Es 
gruszt sie. 

11 August I 94 2 

Chaja Feldman von 
Krako6 

My dear friend Mr. Schenkalewskv, in New York, 
I do not know whether this letter will reach you. Do you know who I am? We 
met at the house of Mrs. Schenirer and later in Marienbad.7 When this iet�er 
will reach you, I will no longer be among the living. Together with me are 
ninety-two girls from Bais Yaakov.,ln a few hours ;,II will be over. Regards to 
Mr, Rosenheim8 and to our friend Gutman; both in England. We all met in 
Warsaw at our friend Sholeman's, and Sholernsohn was also there. We\ 
_learned that the land to which this letter goes has sent us bread. 10 We had 
four rooms. On July 27th we were arrested and thrown into a dark rool11. We 
have ont'y water. We learned David11 by heart and took coi;age. We are girls 
between 14 and 22 years of age. The young ones are frightened. I am learning 
our mother Sarah's12 Torah with them, [that] it is good to live for God but it , • I is also good to die for Him. Yesterday and the day before we were given warm 
water to wash and we were told that German Soldiers would visit us this 
evening. Yesterday we all swore to die. Today we-Were all taken out to a large 
apartment with four well-lit rooms and beautjful beds. The Germans don't 
know that this bath is our purification bath before death. Today everything 
was taken away from us anti we were given n'.ightgowns. We all have poison. 
When the soldiers will come we will take it. Today we are together and are 
learning the confession all day long. We are not afraid. Thank you my good 
friend for everything. We have one request. Say kaddish for us, your ninery-
three children. Soon we will be with mother Sarah. 

Yours, 
Chaya Feldman from Cracow1-' 

6Copies of this letter were made available by Mr. Schenkolewski and by Rabbi Moshe 
Kolodny, director of the Agudath Israel of America Archives in New York City. It is printed 
in Appendix I of this chapter. 7The reference is to the third Knessiah Gedolah of the World Agudath Israel movement 
which took place in Marienbad in 1937. 

'Morenu Jacob Rosenheim (1870-1965) was president of the World Agudath Israel 
movement and president of the World Beth Jacob movement from 1929. In 1941 he 
emigrated to the United States and after the Second World War he moved to Israel. 9Mr. Harry Goodman was secretary of the World Agudath Israel movement. 1°The meaning of this sentence is unclear. In a conversation (Schacter) with Dr. David 
Kranzler on February 18, 1992, he suggested that it probably l'efers to packages of food sent 
to the Cracow ghetto by Chaim Yisrael Eis in Switzerland. 11The reference here is to the Book of Psalms. 12The reference is to Sarah Schenierer who passed away in 1935. For the tendency of her 
student's to refer to her as their mother, see Em bi•Yisrael (Tel Aviv, 1955); !,'introduction, 
end. 13For a partial Hebrew translation of the letter, see Sefer ha•Yovel ha-25, op. dt., 25. The 
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This letter is one of two docl!ments that describe the incidC:nt. The second is 
a letter by l:Iannah·Weiss written in 1947. Weiss was a student at the Bais Yaakqv 
school in Cracow and was the 94th girl who had been called away to care for a sick 
aunt before the group was captured. After her classmates and teachers were taken 
away, the elderly charwoman Of the seminary came to her and. described their 
capture and transfer, Hannah's attempt to join her schoolmates was unsuccessfuh 
hbwever, she did manage to hide in the yard olltside·the building and claims to 
have heard in great detail What was taking place within. ln her essay she records 
verbatim much of the last words of encouragement giv"en the girls by their teacher, 
describes how she burst into hysterical tears after: hearing the girls' decision to 
commit suicide, and how she was chased away by one of.the soldiers guarding the 
buildings entrance. 

In September 1942,, Hannah Weiss escaped from- the ghetto .disguised 
as a Gentil� and eventually made her way to relatives in Bogota", Columbia. ln 
1947 she sent her essay describing the final hours of the 93 young women with a 
cover letter to 'a brother of one of her former Bais Yaakov teachers, then living in 
Palestine. :rhe letter and 'essay were published in the 1961 Jubilee book of Bais 
Yaakov. 14 

Chaya Feldman's letter reached Schenkolewski in early January 1943. Deeply 
moved by its contents, he immediately left . his office�to meet with Mr. Jacop 
Rosenheim, president of the World Agudath Israel movement. Rosenheim' asked 
Schenkolewski to deliver the letter to Dr. Isaac Lewin, the son of Rabbi Aaron 
Lewin of Rzeszow, another Agudath Israel activist, then living in New York. He 
also mailed a copy of it' to Rabbi Leo Jung, the young rabbi of The Jewish Center in 
Manhattan and Chairman of the American Beth Jacob Committee. Jung's 
abridged translation of the letter appeared in The New Y DTk Times of January 8, 
1943; however his accoml)anying explanation placed the story in Warsaw and not 
Cracow. 15 Lewin also made reference to this story in an essay he wrote at that time. 

introduc_tion to the letter erroneously states that it was sent to Rabbi Dr. Isaac Lewin in New 
York (a�d not to Mr. Schenkolewski). 

For a partially incorrect Yiddish translatio�, see S. Niger, "Vegen dem Kiddush Hashem 
fun di Bnos Ya'akov: Legende oder Fakt?," Der.Tag (New York; August 21, 1948), 6. After 
citing his own as well as Yitzhak Rivkind's doubts about the historical veracity of the story 
(see below, n. 38), Niger printed what he claimed to be a copy of Chaya Feldman's letter {to 
her uncle in New York?) which he received from S. Kristalka in Montreal and requested that 
those whose names are mentioned in the letter (i.e.1 Schenkolewski, Rosenheim, Goodman 
and Sholeman) please come forward and verify its accuracy. In fact, his text is not the 
original letter but a Yiddish translation of it, which, in addition, is incorrect in a few places. 

14See Hannah Weiss, op. cit. (n. 3), 18-19. lt would appear that the longer essay by Weiss 
(ibid., 20-24) is only a fictional description of the event. It would have been impossible for 
her to accurately hear every word of the conversations going on inside the building from her 
vantage point outside in the yard. 

15Correspondence (fydor Baumel) with Schenkolewski and interview with him. Tele
phone interviews (f ydor Baumel) with Rabbi Dr. Isaac Lewin and Rabbi Leo Jung, New 
York, July 9, 1985; letter from Rosenheim to Jung, January 5, 1943 (printed in Appendix II 
of this essay); "93 Choose Suicide Before Nazi Shame," The New York Times Qanuary 8, 
1943), 8. 

Rabbi Jung reprinted the letter in his Panorama of Judaism (London and New York, 1974), 
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However, he �rred in several details: he identified Chaya Feldman as a teacher and 
the city where the story took place as Warsaw. 16 

The article in The New York Times was not the letter's first public appearance. 
Already several days earlier, on January 5th, the letter had been read to the par• 
ticipants ofa Vaad ha-Hatzalah meeting of Orthodox rabbis which had taken place 
in New York City. Here, too, the listeners were greatly shocked by the stoty. 17 

World reaction was soon to follow. Already during the early months of 1943 
the.girls' bravery was cited as a classic example of kiddush Hashem. Two otherwise 
very different groups in the United States reacted to the letter almost immediately: 
the Orthodox and the Reconstructionists. At closed meetings of the Vaad Hatzalah 
th'e story of the 93 girls was cited as an example of the daily danger to which Eu�opean 
Jewry was exposed. ln the Williamsburg section of Brooklyn, a stronghold of Agu
dath Israel and the home ofmany leaders of the Vaad ha-Hatzalah, this story was 
constantly repeated from every pulpit in every shul and shtiebel and-had a powerful 
and traumatic impact on the entire community .18 A wpman remembers coming 
home from high school during this period and finding her grandmother crying 
bitterly over the news of such a'.n event which she had just received in a handwritten 
Yiddish letter. She made her granddaughter promise to light a Yahrzeit candle, say 
Yizkor regularly and recite kaddish on Y om Kippur for as long. as she lived/in 
memory of these girls. Realizing that the young girl's patents were still alive, she 
composed a special document which she had them sign that evening stating chat they 
gave her special permission to do so. This woman �bided by heJ grandmother's 
wishes for close to fifty years, referring to these girls ,S:s""my hundred little sisters. "19 

The Recon:,,tructionists' reaction was a literary one. During the first week of 
March 1943, the Reconstructionist journal published a description of the Bais 
Y aakov seminary in Cracow during the pre-war period. lt also published an English 

. translation of a Hebrew poem by the writer Hillel Bavli about the ninety-three girls 
which had first appeared in ha-Dd'rr, a Hebrew paper published in the ,United 
States, on January 22, 1943.20 Two weeks later, Mrs. Bertha Bad-Strauss, who 
translated the poem, suggested in a letter to the editor of The Reconstrnctionist that 

" I, 12- 13 and in his autobiography, The Path of a Pioneer (London and New York, 1980), 
148-49, 16TI'te essay was reprinted in I. Lewin, mi•Boker•la·Erev Qerusalem, 1981), 223-25. It is
dated Tevet, 5703. 

17For a description of the reaction to the letter at that meeting, see ha•Pardes 16: 10 
0anuary 1943):5-6. 18lnterview (Schacter} with Mr. Abraham Bayer, May 91 1990. 19Telephone interview (Schacter) with Mrs. Arlene Stempler, April 18, 1990. Her 
grandmother was Mrs. Esther Rachel Schrader, wife of Rabbi Zalman Reuven Schrader, a 
hasidic rebbe in Williamsburg. The problem with this evidence is that Mrs. Stempler recalls 
this event taking place in September•October of 1942. Did her grandmother get information 
aOOut this event before anyone else or, perhaps, is it a reference to another similar incident? 
In all likelihood, this simply reflects a confusion about the exact date of an occurrence that 
took place fifty years earlier. · 20Ha•Do'ar 22:12 Oanuary 22, 1943):186. It was reprinted in Bavli's collection of poems, 
Aderet 1uz...Shanim Qerusalem, 1955), 67-68. See The Reconstructionisr· 9:2(March 5, 
1943):23-24. 
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it be read aloud prior to kaddish during memorial services for victims of the 
Holocaust. 21 Othet American Jewish publications also featured this story in differ
ent ways: as the subject' of an editorial in Congress Weekly, published by the Amer, 
ican Jewish E::ongress; a poem irt The Jewish Forum; and a short s�ory based upon it 
in Opinion,.a monthly edited by Stephen S. Wise, all within the first half of 1943.22 

Postal delays caused the letter to arrive in Ere(z Yisrael only in mid-February 
f9!1J. There too its contents�touched off a.-wave of reactions which encompassed 
the entire political spectrum. � Immediately-' following the letter's arrival, articles 
dealing with the incident began to appear iri the local press. The, first to react was 
the ultra-Orthodox. (Edah Haredit) Kol Yisrael,.:which sµmmarized the letter's 
contents. A week later the same paper' printed a delc:ription of the incident and 
stated that it took place in Warsaw. The author was apparently basing his 
inf6rmation upon the .translation of the letter as it appeared in The New York 
Times. Mention was also made of a first pr3.cticaL-step taken to commemorate the 
tragic episode. Keren ha#Torah1 a charitable organization connected with Agudath 
Israel, stated that the 26th of Adar, Sarah Schenierer's eighth yahrzeit, had been 
designated-as a day of commemoration in all Ba'.ls Y aakov schools for the girls who 
had died martyrs' deaths.23 On March 25, 1943, a partial and imprecise translation 
of the letter appeared in Kol Yisrael with the erroneous comment that the letter had 
been sent to Rabbi Dr. Isaac Lewin (and not to Meir Schenkolewski). Along .with 
the letter, l:wo short stories, "The Jar of Poisonn and 11Stars in the Night," were 
devoted to the girls' final moments. 24 

,Additional ultra-orthodox reactions appeared in the newspaper ha-Derekh 
which printed the same incorrect information as to the city in which the eJ1ent took 
place, originally appearing in Kol Yisrael. Here, for the first time, readers received 
some information about the Cracow seminary during the war years.,One article in 
particular, written by Moshe'Mark, raised several pertinent questions which later 
would be discussed by historians: How was it possible for the Nazis to catch a group 
that large in Cracow at a time when Jews made an effort to avoid congregating even 
in much smaller groupsl Where did the girls obtain the poisonl Most important, 
how did they manage to smuggle Chaya Feldman's letter out of the gh�ttc:i to the 
fre� world? In response, Mark stated that the seminary continued to function 
clandestinely during the war years and that the entire student body Was caught 
during one of the lessons. As for the other questions, the author noted that: "three 
years of underground work, near . . .  the gestapo center in Cracow, was excellent 
training for smuggling." This may support Hannah Weiss' claim that the headmis
tress h'ad hidden the poison on her body, as did members of the underground.25 

In addition to the aforementioned articles, stories about the 93 girls appeared 
in various newspapers-ha-Tzofeh of the Mizrahi party, Dauar of the Labor party, 

21The Reronstructionist 9:3(March 19, 1943):19-20. 
22See Congress Weekly 10:S0anuary 29, 1943):4; Alter Abelson, "The Ninety-Three 

Women Martyrs," The Jewish Forum 26:4(May 1943):84; Eugene Weintraub1 "The Ninety# 
Three," Opinion 13:B0un'e 1943):6-7. 

'-'Kol Yisrael (February 12, 1943), 1; (February 18, 1943), I . 
"Ibid., (March 25, 1943), 1-2. 
25ha-Derekh (February 25, 1943), 3; (April 1, 1943), 2-3, 7. 
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ha-Mashkif of the Revisionists and Hed Y erushalayim. 26 The articles sparked a series 
of commemorative gatherings. At the first of these, which took place in Tel Aviv on 
February 17, 1943 under the auspices of the chief rabbis of that city, it was suggested 
that all women should light an extra Shabbat candle in memory of these girls and 
their heroism.�7 A second memorial meeting' for women only took place in Tel 
Aviv on February 24.28 On March 5 a meeting of Agudath Israel women an
nounced the establishment of a special institution in memory ,of the 93 in which 
needy girls would be educated. Additional memorial• meetings were also held in 
Sa fed, Jerusalem, Haifa and Petah Tikva. 29 

In May 1943, a special pamphlet in memory of"the 93" was published by the 
"Committee to Defend the Honor of the Daughters of Israel.• The pamphlet listed 
the practical measures that had been taken to commemorate the,girls' martyI'd9m. 
For example, the Petah Tikva municipality decided to name one of its streets. "The 
93n and a s_treet in the Hafetz Hayyim district of Tel Aviv was given the same name.\ 
The booklet ended with the prayer "El Male Rahamim" in memory of the young 
martyrs. I 

No further mention was made about the incident until the'end of the Second 
:World War. In 1945, the poet "\:ehudah Leib l:\ialer "'rote a lamentation entitled "Eli 
Eli" in which he referred to the martyrdom of the 93 girls. This lamentation )Vas 
published by the Chief Rabbinate and the Council of 'Polish Cc5inmunlties in 
1948.30 In 1946, a book abou, the heroism ofjewish women through the ages was 
published in Tel Aviv which included the story of thc,.93. According to the version 
of �he story presented there, the incident took place'jn Warsaw and 'the girl� were 

� brought to an army brothel. 31 Furthermore, the incident was quoted in a January 
1946 issue of Oif Der Frei, a newspaper published by survivors in liberated Germany. 
The article was printed at the.request of the Bai.s�Yaakov center in Bergen Belsen, 
which began functioning shortly after the liberation in the spring of 1945.32 

. -
26 .ha-Tiofeh (February 18, 1943), 4; Qavar(February 17, 1943), 3; ha-Mashkif(February,25, 1943)1 i; Hed Yerushalayim Qanuary 1, 1945), 4. See also the newspapers quoted in the 

pamphlet, 93: le•Ze�her Tishim ve•S� M�'ahyotenu be.Polin Shebaharu. Lamut �Bernot 
Kedoshim Levilti Himaser le-Kalan (Tel Aviv, 1943). 

27See Davar (March 17, 1943), 3; 93, ibid., 21-25. 
28See ha-Detekh (February 25, '1943), 3. 
J.9See the Bulletin of the Jewish Telegmphic Agency, March 7, 1943, 4i 93, op. cit., 20. For 

more! information about this and other special prayers relating to the Holocaust, see Dr. 
Tydor Baumel's forthcoming book, Kol Bekhiyot: ha·Shoah ve•ha·Tefillah. See also the 
comments by R. Reuven Katz who served as Chief Rabbi of Petah Tikva, ,Shaar Reuven 
0erusalem; 1952), 154-57. They were first written in the winter of 1943. 

JOyehudah Leib Bialer, "Eli Eli," Ashdot Yamim Qerusalem, 1957)1 46. Although written in 
1948, it was not published in a book until 1957. It was reprinted by Yissachar Yakobsen, 
Netiv Binah III (Tel Aviv, 1973), 500-04. See also the poem by Yehudah Karmi, "ha-Tishim 
ve•Shalosh," Shir va-Dema (Tel Aviv, 1945), 14. 

31Shlomo Ashkenazi1 Neshei Yisrael bi•Gewratan (Tel Aviv, 1946), 154-55. See too idem., 
ha-Ishah bi-Aspaklaryat ha-Y ahadut I (Tel Aviv, 1953), 67; idem., Giborot bi-Yisrae! (Tel Aviv, 
1961), 259--61; Zerubavel Galed, ed., Moreshet Gewrah Qerusalem, 1946), 317. 32A handwritten circular signed by "Merkaz Bais Yaakov, Bergen Belsen, Lager II, Block 
67" was distributed, containing a copy of Chaya Feldman's letter and a postscript by the Bais 

\ 
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Also, in a letter written in New York on May JO, 1946, Rabbi Leo Jung indicated 
that a Bais Y aakov building in then Palestine ,was "to be dedicated to the 
ninety,three tnartyrswho glorified Jewish history in our own day."33 

Several years were to pass until the story of "the 93" would again receive 
formal or institutional expression. Although it appeared in poems such as that by 
David Shimoni entitled "The 93,1134 it was first given liturgical expression as part of 
th'e Y om Kippur Musaf service in the High Holiday prayerbook edited by Rabbi 
Ben 'zion Bokser"in 1959.35 It was featured as well in the order of High Holiday 
services edited by Rabbi Jules Harlow in 1972. 36 ln both prayer books the incident's 
location is given as Wars�w and both reproduce Hillel Bavli's poem about the event 
written in January 1943, cited earlier.37 

None of the sources cited until this point, with the exception of the article by 
Moshe Mark mentioned above, raises any doubts about th� historicity of the 
incident. I-fowever, in th'e early l 950s questions regarding the incident were raised 
in historical �circles. 

Th� first historian to question publicly the episode's veracity was Joseph 
Wolff, a Jewish research et from Cracow, who stated that it was a total fabrication. 38 

Wolff claimed that the'conditions in the Cracow ghetto would not have permitted 
such an incident to occur. Furthermore, the fact that there were no witnesses to the 

Yaakov leadership there Urging that these young women be remelTlbered. The circular was 
reproduced in Eliezer Gad-Oz, lsh Ha:r.1il (Tel Aviv, 1971), 196-97, In a letter (to Schacter) 
dated November 28, 1990, R. Pinkusewin df Antwerp, a forme; student of Sarah Schenierer, 
wrote that she first heard of this story right- after the liberation ih Bergen Belsen where 
Cha�a Feldman's letter made'"an enormous impression (a gevaldigen royshem)." 

33Leo Jung, The Path of a Pioneer, op. cit. (n. 15), 242, 
'"David .Shimoni;. "ha-Tishim ve-Sha\psh," Hevlo Shel Mashiah (Tel Aviv, 1952), 5; 

reprinted in" S. Ashken_a.zi, Giborot bi·Yisrael, op. cit� (n-�31), 261. See too Avraham Broides, 
'1ia•Tishim ve•Shalosh," me•Aqllm le•Adam Qerusalem, 1947), 154i Moshe Tabenkin, "Te.
fillah Aharonah," Sefer Shirim (Tel Aviv, 1966), 184-85, 

35Ben Zion Bokser, ed., The High Holiday Prayer Book,(New York, 1959), 434-36. flokser 
erroneo'usly dates the letter on "Rosh "Hodesh Elul, 5704." In fact, it was written on 28 Av 
5702. 

36Jules Harlow, ed., Mahwr for Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur(New Yoik, 1972), 560-61. 
37For other references to the story, see Aharon Suraski, op. cit. (n. 2), 445 (see n. 21 where 

he states that the letter reporting this incident was received by Rabbi Dr. Isaac Lewi�); 
Amnon Rubenstein, Kan, Atah (Tel Aviv, 1969), 156; Dov Rosen, Shema Yisrael, trans. into 
English by L. Oschry Qerusalem, 1972), 524-25. 

38 A quote from Wolffs article appears in a letter.sent by Dr. Joseph Kermish, Director of 
the Yad Vashem Archives, to Dr. Jacob Robinson, September 18, 1975: The letter is 
included in an unnumbered file containing correspondence about "the 93" in the Yad 
Vashem Archives. · 

Already in an .article written at the end of September 1945, Yitzhak Rivkind simply 
assumed that the story was a legend, and was prepared to accept that it may even have been 
consciously fabricated in order to underscore the tremendous premium placed upon 
modesty by Jewish women throughout the ages. He does not explain, however, why he did 
not accept the story as having occurred in fact. See Y. Riv kind, "Kiddush Hashem fun 
Froyen," Kiddush Hashem, ed. by S. Niger(New York, 1948). 1036. His conclusion was cited 
by S. Niger, op. cit. (n. 13) who also had his doubts about the historical veracity of this story. 
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incident among the Cracow survivors militaJed against the incident ever having 
taken place. A,nother well known historian, Philip Friedman, supported Wolff's 
contention and wrote the following: 

There is an-extensive literature on the subject of the 93 pupils ofBeit Ya'acov, 
but all the authors involved have based their de�criptions on one letter which 
was·rece':ived by a Jewish institution abroad during the war. Tl)e, letter said 
that the Germans had tried to force 93 girls of Beit Ya!acov into a soldiers' 
brothel, but the girls had all preferred death and had 'committed suicide 
before the Germans were able to carry out their plan. Later research and' 
examination revealed. that the letter was a complete forgety and that the story 
is witi1out any foundation._39 

l 

In his compilation of sources pertaining to religious life dUring the Holocaust, 
Mordechai Eliav also questions the historicitrof this incident. After citing Chaya' 
Feld�an's letter, Eliav states the following: 

I 
The incident related here was well publicized throughout the world. Lately, 
however, there were those who raised doubts about _.the in�ident's verafity 
and the letter's credibility. Nevertheless, ,it is difficµlt to come. to any final 
conclusion regarding the matter. 40 

The Yad Vashem Archiy,es co_ntain a large foJ4er about the episode of "the 
93,� primarily containing corresponqence With various individuals and org'aniza� 

- -tions who were se�king information about the in�id,enr. Quoting both Wolff and 
Friedman, the responses from Yad V'l5hem gen;rally state that the,incident did 
not occur. A letter in the folder from,1977 reads as follo,ws: ''During the:first years 
after the lilieration the letrer was examined in 'great detail in Foland and no factj, 
were uncovered which would corrob�rate such a story.""1 We have been un'able to 
unearth any additional details regarding the "det'ailed 'examination" mentioned 
here and i;, Friedman's article .. ·It appears. that both refer to Joseph Wolffs 
arguments cited above. · 

Several of the letters in the foldci'were addressed to Yad Vashem as a result ' . 
of a stt;ange article appearing in the Hebrew newipaper Maariv on March 25, 1975. 
The article sta,ted, 

39l>hilip Friedman, "Preliminary and Methodological Problems of the Research on ,the 
Jewish Catastr<?phe in the Nazi Period," Yad Vashem Studies II Oerusalem, 1958), 122, n. 14. 
The "later research" seems to refer only to Wolff. Furthermore, Friedman presumably refers 
here to extensive literary writings in newspapers or stories, not historical treatments. 

�ordechai Eliav, Ani Maamin Oerusalem, 1965), 55. 41Letter from Dr. Joseph Kermish to Israel Katz, January 11, 1977, Yad Vashem 
Archives, unnumbered file. Mr. Kac'z1s letter to Dr. Kermish, dated January 4, 1976, cites yet 
another addition to the story. He states that the girls were taken to a camp before they 
poisoned themselves. In a letter to S. Wisenberg of Chicago dated November 2, 1988, Dr. 
Shmuel Krakowski, Director of the Yad Vashem ArchiVes, wrote: "According to my best 
knowl�dge1 t�he story of the 93 girls is m..1l,th. However�.everybody is free.to study�the story in 
details, and may be will come'to some other conclusion." 

\ 

' 
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The last will and testament of ninety�three Jewish girls who committed 
suicide rarher than fall into Nazi hands has been found. The document, 
written in Yiddish, was recently found in Poland and was sent to the United 
States where it was read to former members of the Radom community in a 
ceremony -which took place in New York this March.42 

{ ' 
A�cording to the article, the document is that of a 17-year-old girl named Chaya 
Friedman which describes the fate of ninety�tbree Bais Yaakov students in Warsaw 
and which was sent from the United States to Tuvia Friedman, the Haifa�based 
Nazi hunter. There are cl�arly several inaccuracies in this account: Chaya 
Feldman's lfist name w);tich appears here as Friedma11:, her age during the episode, 
the "recent" discovery of the letter in  Poland and,· mOst importantly, the fact that 
the.girls were told that German soldiers and S. S. officers would visit them in the 
evening. This final inaccuracy, concerning the iden.tity of .the soldiers who were 
supposed to "visit" the girlS, is the one mOst frequently cited by contemporary 
educators and journalists describing the incident. lt continues to be the version 
presented when the incident is �ited in "mussar" lessons given in ultra�Orthodox 
schools and gatherings. 

When approached about the article, Tuvia Friedman stated that he had no 
recollection of the letter and that the state of his archive did not allow access to the 
document if, indeed, it was there.13 However, a conveISation with Mr. Aryeh 
Reichman of the Radom landsrnanschaft shed more light on, the matter. It appears 
that the document in question was indeed-the letter written by Chaya Feldman as 
it appeared in the previously mentioned Oif Der Frei, edited by Mr. Reichman and 
his friends. A commentary on the incident, written by the Bergen Belsen Bais 
Y aakov Central Committee, appeared alongside the article. It stated that the letter 
had been found sometime in 1942•by a Jew working in the ghetto police and that its 
date was Rosh Hodesh Elul, 5742 (or August 13 or 14, 1942). Thus, another 
"addi,tiOn" to the original-story of "the 93" was born.44 

To date, virtually all scholars are convinced that the incident never occurred. 
In a book published in 1976, Lucy S: Dawidowicz, the noted Holocaust historian, 
wrote as follows: 

A leSs pernicious form of historical falsification is the myth pretending to 
documentary veracity. ln Holocaust history, myths are espei:;ially abundant 
about the behavior of pious Jews in circumstances of extreme crisis; this is in 
fact a genre with many precedents in Jewish history. The most widespre�d 

42Maariv (March 25, 1975), 6. See also Radom.er Shtime, the printed organ of the Radom 
landsmanschaft of the United States and Canada. 

43Letter frorl). Tuvia Friedman to Dr. Judith Tydor Baumel, August 13, 1985. 
44Conversation (Tydor Baumel) with Aryeh Reichman in Tel Aviv, September 11 ,  1985. 

See too Yitzhak Ganoz, below, n. 106, 60 who also refers to this letter as having been 
"discovered in Poland." This story was also printed in Sovetish Heymland VII (1975), 177. 
That report also notes that the event took place in Warsaw, that the German soldiers in 
question were members of the S.S., and that a copy of this letter was being sent then (in 1975) 
to the Ger.man authorities prosecuting the. S.S.� officer who had been in,�harge of the 
Warsaw Ghetto to be used as evidence against him. 
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such story is probably that of the ninety-three (more or less) devout girls of a 
Beth Jacob school in the Cracow ghetto who chose mass suicide over the 
degradation of a German brothel. It is a fanciful-and moving tale of sacrificial 
piety, a lesson in religious morality, fashioned by peoJ)le who knew nothing 
of the Nuremberg Laws which made sexual relations between Germans and 
Jews illegal, criminal, and subject to severe punishment.45 

In 1983, Professor Yisrael Gutman of Yad Vashem used the same argument in 
a letter: 

I • 
One should note that we, have no document or testimony of witnesses which 
corroborate the incident. This raises doubts in view of the racial laws which 
prohibiteq sexual relations between Jews and Aryans. It ther�fore seems 
impossible that this was planned in an official manner.46 

Furthermore, doubts about the incident even surfaced in Agudath Israel circles. 
When asked about the story, the headmistress of the Bais Yaa}c'bv fetllinary in Bnai, 
Brak, herself a Holocaust survivor, stated the following: 

We heard about the incident through America only after the war and not 
during the war itself. It seems possible that something like th� •. could have 
happened, but with a few girls or with one, i9" secret, but not with ninety# 
three. I don't deal with the episode. We h.fve a garden in memory' of the 
ninety#three, streets named after them, but I don't teach the story.47 

Mr. Joseph Friedenson, prominent survivor, Yiddish writer and editor of Dps 

Yiddishe Vort, the Yiddish language monthly of Agudath Israel in America, a}o• 
expressed doubts about i:he historical veracity of this story. He too note9" that it was 
strange that no one in the camps or ghettos ever heard about it. He would have 
expected that something as striking as this would have been transmitted through 
the unofficial network that existed dI.t_I"ing that time. Furthermore, he noted that 
the language of Chaya Feldman's alleged letter was German-Hungarian Yiddish as 
opposed to the type of Polish Yiddish one would have expected in Cracow.48 

Another proniinent survivor and Yiddish writer, Dr. Hillel Seidman, also wrote 
that the story was false and even stated, 111 am familiar with who fabricated the 
'story' about the 93 and when, here in New York.',49 

45Lucy S. Dawidowicz, A Holocaust Reader (New York, 1976), 13. 
46Letter from Professor Gutman to Dr. Judith Tydor Baurnel, July 5, 1983. 
47Incerview (fydor Baumel) with Rebbetzin Rivka Hoffman in Bnai Brak, October 25, 

1984. 
48Telephone interview (Schacter) with Mr. Friedenson in New York City, February 19, 

1990. ln the part of his essay, cited above (n. 2), dealing with the heroism ofBais Yaakovgirls 
during the Holocaust (pp. 79-82), Friedenson makes no mention of this story. See also 
Nisson Wolpin, ed., The Torah World (New York, 1982), 172-73. 

49Seea H: Seidman, "Vyemam Heymkum -un der Musir Haskil;" De-r Tag (Friday, March 
9, 1973). In an interview (Schacter) on December 19, 1990, Dr. Seidman stated: "There was 
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A summary of the main arguments put forth by those questioning the story's 
historicity would, thus, include the following: 

1. Information about the account is not preciSe. Several versions exist as 
to the event's location, the person to whom the crucial letter was 
addressed and the time and place of its being found. Furthermore, no 
·one ever saw t!ie original letter and all assumptions i).re based only on 
translations of it which appeared in the press. 

2. Conditions in the Polish ghetto did n6t permit such a large group to be 
gathered togetber in one place, nor did they allow for a letter, written 
only minutes before death, to be smuggled O\lt of the area. 

3. Nazi Racial Laws prohibiting sexual relations between Jews and Aryans 
(Rassenschande-racial pollution) could not have perrrlitted such an 
incident to occur. A candidate for the S.S., for example, had to prove 
his racial purity back to 1750. Thus, it would be incredulous to assume 
that a group which took such care to maintain its pure racial status 
would engage in organized sexual activity with Jewish girls clearly 

· proscribed by German law. 
4. There are no witnesses to the incident and no person seems to have 

known Chaya Feldman. 
5. Additional arguments · against the incident's vefacity appeared in a 

newsp�per article printed in ha-Ir during June 1986: A former 
member of the Cracow Jewish underground was quoted as having said 
that the small circumscribed area of the ghetto during this period 
could not have enabled such an' event to occur without the under; 
,ground having received word of it. This argument was strengthened by 
Professor Yisrael Gutman who stated that the Jewish- council in the 
ghetto surely �ould have reacted to iuch an incident. 50 Also, how 
would ninety-three corpses be disposed of in the ghetto and how would 
Chaya Feldman's letter reach Switzerland? 

In view of the arguments listed above, most historians who do not wish to 
claim the letter a direct forgery, discreetly state that the incident is "unlikely to have 
occilrred." 

Our examination of the episode provides us with many of the answers to 
these arguments. While we certainly cannot claim w_i.th any certitude that the story 

never such a student in the [Cracow] seminary named Chaya Feldman. I had a sister 
there . . . .  I know personally and exactly that it is a lie. It could not have happened . . . .  I 
know who invented it." 

In light of this, there dearly is no basis for Menachem Friedman's recent assertion that 
Seidman was the first to publicize this story. See his "The Haredim and the Holocaust/ The 
]erasalem Quarterly 53(Winter 1990):99. See too ibid., 100: "Subsequently ic emerged that the 
story of the ninety•three girls was apocryphal." 50See ha#Ir Qune 27, 1986), 52. On June 25, 1942, the size of the Cracow ghetto was 
restricted for the second time. For the exact area included in the ghetto as of that date, which 
was about one•th(rd of a .square mile, see Jacob Apenszlak, The Black Book of Polish Jewry 

,(1943), 84. 
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did take place, and, in fact, have serious doubts about it, it is possible to address and 
refute some of the points raised in an attempt to disprove its historicity. 

I. Different versions: Location-There is no question that the incident 
occurred in Cracow and not in Warsaw. Those who cite Warsaw as the location 
base thi• on the mistake which appeared in The New York Times article ofjanuary 
8, 1943.,Rabbi Jung lateL claimed that the mistake stemmed from his secretary's 
tendency to attribute any event occurring . during the war years in Poland to 

Warsaw.51 Rabbi Harlow deliberately maintained the misidentificiltion of the city 
in which the event allegedly occurred as Warsaw, even though he knew it was 
Cracow, in order to stress the enorinous horror of the event itself which tran� 
scended any specific time and place. 52 

Recipient-It appears that the editors of the ultra-Orthodox newspapers and 
of the Bais-Yaakov Jubilee volume found it more impressive to state that tKe letter 
was sent directly to Isaac Lewin, a well-known fighre, and not to the less prominent 
Meir Schenkolewski. In fact, Schenkolewski claims that it was he who had passed 
the letter on to Lewin." / Text-Although never published before in its entirety, the original letter does 
exist and a copy of it is appended to this article. Significantly,'it makes no mention 
of S.S. men, the gestapo or a camp, all of which appeari,d only later, in the'Kol 
Yisrael translation of it and which served as a basis for✓the subsequent scholarly 
reconstruction and denial of the story. Similarly, many others describing the 
incident felt it necessary to add details and description's which did not a2pear in the 
orjginal. For example, "vile gestapo men'! certairi1y sounds more striking than 
simple "German soldiers" and, any\Vay, in the eyeS of many Jews !n the free world, 
all German soldiers were considered "gestaf,o." Furthermore, its German
Hungarian Yiddish dialect may shpply reflect the fact that its authoress hailed from 
a German-speaking area and came to Cracow for her education. Conceivably it is 
possible that Chaya Feldman lived in Austria or in the German part of i:::_,.echi5:' 
slovakia and after the Anschluss in 1938 was sent to Cracow, which at that time 
was still free. Marienbad, itself, for example, is in the German part of Czechoslo
vakia and what may have brought her to the Knessiah Gedolah there in 1937 was 
simply the fact that it was her homerown. 54 

2. Conditions in the ghetto: During the period in question, _the ghetto was 
overrun by German soldiers. We know that the seminary had continued to 

function in secret during the roundups, and it conceivably is possible to imagine 
that a large group of students had been captured at one time. As for the feasibility 
of smuggling a letter out of the ghetto, we know of other similar incidents in the 

51Telephone interview (Tydor Baumel) with Rabbi Leo Jung, July 9, 1985. 52Conversation (Schacter) with Rabbi Jules Harlow, April 211 1990. 
For another reference to this event as having taken place in Warsaw, see Sovetish. 

Heymla.nd, op. cit. (n. 44). It also refers to the German soldiers as members of the S.S. 53For the tendency to attach erroneous facts to stories in order to strengthen their 
impact, see Mendel Piekarz, "Al Sifrut ha-Edut ki-Makor Histori li-Gezerot ha-Pitaron 
ha-Safi," Kiwunim (August 1983), 129-57. 54Conversation (Schacter) with Mr. Walter Lowenthal, April 23, 1990. In fact, Hannah 
Weiss' essay notes that the girls in the Cracow Bais Y aakov "were gathered from all corners 
of the land" (op, cit. [n. 3), 20). 
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Warsaw ghetto during the same period. While it is impossible to reconstruct the 
exact route via which the letter,.allegedly made its way from Cracow to Switzerland, 
presumably it was transferred by the underground as were most other letters 
smuggled out of occupied Europe during this period. 55 

3. Racial Laws: While laws against racial pollution did indeed exist, they 
were not relevant to the story under consideration here. First of all, bearing in mind ' th.at the group in qu,_estion was desl;ribed as being composed of "German soldiers" 
;and not of 'S.S. men-and gestapo," it may well be di.at they were ethnic Germans 
(Volksdeutsche) or memb'ers bf another minority group. While the likelihood of 
establishing a Jewish brothel for S.S. men may have been remoi:e, the same cannot 
be said with regard to a brothel for German soldiers and particularly for members 
of the minority'groups pe:r�itted to serve in the Wehrmacht. Furthermore, in view 
'of the C!)nditions in the.Cracow ghetto during the summer of 1942, this might not 
have bCen an organized matter based upon any official policy. 

Secondly: there is other evidence that Germans did- force Jewish women to 
have sexual relations �ith them, in spite of official German legislation which 
forbad� it, In his book of responsa, Out of the Depths, Rabbi Ephraim Oshry cit_es a 
,question posed bY'a young man from Kovno who asked whether he was permitted 
td live with his wife after the war: 

She, like inany of her poor siste,s, had been caught by the cursed Germans 
and given over' to J?rostitution, add in addition to the fact that the vile ones 
tortured her pure body, they ,also tattooed upon her arm the words, "whore 
for the soldiers ofHitler."56 

This sad evidence, takeq from a halakhic context, points to the fact that the 
situation in which the girls ftom Cracow had been placed was not at all unique. 
Such incidents took place regularly in cities, ghettos and in Can\pS. For e�'ample, 
the Nazis ordered Jewish leaders in Warsaw to organize a, Jewish brothel for 
Germ11n soldie�s. In response to opposition, the local �eader of the Gestap9 
explicitly' said, "Don't let the race�laws bother you. War is war, and in , such a 
situation•all theories die out."57 

55It is, _however, interesting to note that in a letter written to Mr. Manfred Meyer of New 
York City on May 15, 1990, Daniel Lewenstein's widow, Esther, states that she never heard 
of this story and that she checked her late husband's files for the years 1940-1944 and found 
nothing that related to it. 

"Rabbi Efraim Oshry, Sefer She'elot u-Teshuvot mi-Maamakim I (New York, 1976), 151, 
#27. This responSum has been cited in Irving J. Rosenbaum, The Holocaust and Halakhah 
(1976), 145-47 and in H. J. Zimmel,, The Echo of the Na,i Holocaust in Rabbinic Literature 
(1977), 199-200. 

57See J. Apenszlak, The Black Book of Polish Jewry, op. cit., 25-29, esp. p. 27. See too the 
]TA Community News Reporter, Vol. 30, No. 15 (April 13, 1990) citing excerpts from )TA 
press releases between April 19-25, 1940. A press release from Brussels, dated April 25, 
stated: "Drafting of young Jewish girls has started, purportedly for compulsory labor services. 
Jews in Warsaw believe, however, that they will be sent to military brothels." Our thanks to 
Di: Norman Latt1n'l' fOr this reference. 

Furthermore, Jewish girls were used for prostitution after the Wieliczka ghetto near 
Cracow was liquidated sometime in 1942. lr:iterview (Schacter) with Mr. Sigmunt Rotten• 
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4. Witnesses: The question of witnesses is a delicate one, particularly ih the 
case of a group where all members had committed suicide. It is even more 
problematic that no one has been able to identify Chaya Feldman or to describe her 
history. ScheI)kolewsky claims that he met so tnany Bais Yaakov girls in Marienbad 
that it would be impossible for himMto remember one particular girl. Nevertheless, 
Hannah Weiss' essay partially fills this gap. 

5. The arguments appearing in M�IT': 'True, the ghetto area was circum� 
scribed during this period, but it still compriseO more than the "foui- streets" quoted 
in the article. ·Furthermore, while a Jewish council did function in �the ghettct, 
deportations were taking place daily and it is possible that the girls'' sudden 
disappearance was considered as yet another NazL "population transfer." This 
hypothesis is strengthened by the lack of precise information regarding the location 
.to which the girls were transferred, aft'er their capture. If they were· removed 
immediately from the ghetto, it might indeed have been assumed that they ha(¾ 
ioined one of the transports. Professor Gutman's claim. that the Judenrat would 
have reacted to the girls' suicide is a convincing· argument-if the' girls committed 
'Suicide within the ghetto confines. However, what if this event of curred outside the 
ghetto walls? This would explain how neither witnesses from' the Cracow ghetto 
nor the Yizkor books from Cracow make any mention of the story! Regarding.the 
problem of disposing of 93 corpses, it must be remembered that the letter 

1

speaks 
Qnly of the girls' intention to commit suicide. There is no evidence that, in fact, 
,they managed to �arry out their plan. Furthermore, since we have no clear proof of 
whtre the incident allegedly 6ccurred, we are spared/with having to account for the 

- disposal of 9 3 corpses within the ghetto. 58 
The final historical issue involves the prirtiary sources describing the ind• 

berg, May 9, 1990. Mr. Rottenberg was interned in a labo[ camp in flaszow neaf Cracow aqd 
was part of a one--day operation to clean up the Wieliczka ghett� 3.fter it was liquidated.Ar 
that time he met a number of Jewish girls' who told him that they made that decision

1 
in'·�rder 

to save their lives. See also Joa� Mi!iam Ringelheirp., "The Unethical and the Unspeakable: 
Women and the Holocaust," Simon Wiesenthal Center Annual I (1984), esp. 72-74 for 
information about prostitutio'n used as a �ans of protection; for examples of rape,, see Sybil '\ 
Milton, "Women and the Holocaust: The Case of German and Gertnan•Jewish WOmen," 
When Biology Became Destiny: Women in Weimar and Nati German)', ed. by R. Bridenthal, et 
al. (New York, 1984), 297-333. 

For other evidence of this in rabbinic literature, see R. Mordekhai Yaakov Breisch, Sefer 
Helkat Yaakov Oerusalem, 1951), I, 37, #16, beginning; R. Tuvyah Yehudah Tavyomi 
(Gutentag), Sefer Eretz Tovah Oerusalem, 1947), I, 188, #61, beginning. For a discussion of 
these and other sources, see H. J. Zimmels, ibid., 185-200. See also Eliyahu ben Zimrah, 
"Kedushat . ha•Hayyim u•Mesirut Nefesh bi•Yemei ha•Shoah, al pi ha•Halakhah," Sinai 
80(1976):175-79; Shimon Huberband, Kiddush Hashem: Jewish Religious and Cultural Life in 
Poland During the Holocaust, trans. by D. Fishman (Hoboken, 1987), 242. 

581be matter of the poison allegedly used by the girls also poses no historical problem. In 
a letter to Dr. Schacter dated May 16, 1990, Dr. Robert Richter noted that it was probably 
sodium cyanide which was quick and --reliable and which was not difficult to conceal in 
capsule form. 

For suicide in general at this time, see Konrad Kwiet, "The Ultimate Refuge: Suicide in 
the Jewish Coffimunity under the NaziS," Leo Baeck lrlstitute Year Book 29(1984):135-67. Our 
story is especially relevant to the issue briefly discussed there (p. 137) regarding suicide as an 
act of resistance. 
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dent. The truth remains that the two documents at hand-Chaya Feldman's letter 
and Hannah Weiss' testirriony-are both Jewish sources. No corroboration of the 
incident is found in any German sources from the period. True, there is a testimony 
which describes the murder of one hundred Jewish girls in Cracow. This act was a 
reprisal for the l)lurder. oftwo S.I), men at th;hands of Jewish girls whom they had 
faped.59 However, the incident occurred during the summer of 1940 and is not 
related to the one u·nder discuSsion here which oC:curred in 1942.60 

But this story also raises a larger issue, one which transcends the immediate 
boundaries of this event and-speaks to the core of the classical Jewi�h response to 
catastrophe. The recent thought-provoking and insightful work of David G. 
Roskies�and Alan' Mintz has drawn our: attention to the transtemporal patterns, 
overarching paradigms, and archetypes that govern this response throughout our 
history: In their effort ·to mairi'.tain faith in God in the face of often incredible 
suffering, Jewish victims of tragedy in all centurit':s felt constrained to view their 
�xperiences 3.5 part of a continuum and not as sorn'ediing radically new and 
different. Although they may have objectively believed that the magnitude of their 
suffering was unprecedented, they never presented it as such, for fear that this 
might indicate that God was finally breaking His covenantal bond and severing His 
close relationship with His people, a thought they simply could not abide and one 
that their faith would not· allow them to accept. Whatever ciitacl)'smic event they 
experienced was never seen in isola_,tion, as sui generis; but, on the contrary, was 
portrayed as just the latest example of the age�old, consistently recurring phenom� 
enon of God's punishment for Jewish sin. lneleed, the Jewish collective memory was 
so long and sharp that any time it confronted even a tragedy of major proportions, 
it was able to place it into paradigms of previously experienced tragedies_ and 
destrllctions. In fact, the greater the tragedy, the more potentially dangerous it was 
to Jewish faith and, hence, the greater. was the effort to absorb it and subsume it 
under already, established patterns and archetypes. ·Such a conception, in which 
eveh the unprecedented was assigned a precedent, was a comforting,and reassuring 
one, ailowing for the clas;ical convenantal construct to remain intact. This 
continuity with the past provided great hope foi the future.61 

51>J°estimony given on January 23, 1963, Yad Vashem Archives, TR•lCJ/1171. 
60One other issue also remains unresolved. Chaya Feldman's letter is dated August 11 (:;:::  

28 Av) and states that in a few hours all will be over. The end of Hannah Weiss' essay places 
the death of"the 93" on 13 Av (= July 28). 

It is a)so interesting to ,note that a reference to ,a very similar story was made by Baila bat 
Rivka, "An Overwhelming View: One of the Last Paragraphs of the History of Sarah 
Schenirer� Seminary in Cracow, Poland,"' The Jewish Observer 18:S(April 1985):37. "Only 
years later, as a Bais Y aakov student and teacher, did I learn of the horror and kiddush 
Hashem that your beautiful white building [in Cracow) had witnessed, the leap to eternity by 
thirty•five young girls who jumped from the roof (the same roof that sheltered us) in order 
not to be defiled by the approaching German soldiers, yimach sh'mam."' Did the author 
confuse this event with our story or do we have here the beginning of a new historical fact 
or myth, "the martyrdom of the thirty•five . . .  ?"' 

61See David G. Roskiest Against the Apocalypse: Responses to Catastrophe in Modem Jewish 
Culture (Cambridge, Mass., 1984); idem., The Literature of Destruction: Jewish Responses to 
Catastrophe (Philadelphia, 1988), 3-12; Alan Mintz, Hurban: Responses to Carastrophe in 
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, Not only did the patterns.of thought provided by this archetypal notion of 
tragedy govern, ex �post facto conceptualizatiOns (and rationalizations) of JeWish 
suffering, but it also greatly influenced the immediate behavioral response of those 
who actually experienced it firSt hand. Here too the actions of the victims, 
confronted by terrifying choices and realities, were governed by patterns 6/ behavior 
established in similar situations over the course of centuries of Jewish pain and 
persecution. These modes of behavior were recorded and �transmitted from one 
generation to the next and became hallowed parts of the inner psyche of the Jew. 
Subsequent gene'rations were almost programmed by their knowledge, conscious or 
otherwise, of how their devout, pious, i:l_nd exalted ancestors responded.in similar 
situations. In a word, the nature of the Jewish intellectual as well as practicaL 
response to catastrophe was conditioned by the response of previous generations td 
previous persecutions. •� 

This issue of historical continuitie&, paradigms and archetypes becomes'' 
particularly controversial and emotional when discussing the Holocaust. For some, 
this is yet another horrible tragedy, to,be plotted along the confinuum of other 
tragedies which Jews had to face, thrmighout history. The s/me historical line 
iricludes the destruction of th� Temples, the Crusades, the Chmielnicki 1t1assacres, 
the Kishinev pogrom, and the Holocaust, which, a\thoug\t rnore se,vere th�n the 
others, is considered to be part of the sam� category. For others, however, the 
Holocaust was so hQrrible and, awesq!Jle a tragedy ,that it cannot possibly b� 
subsumed under the category of previously experieficed Jewi.sh suffering; prior 
paradigms pr typologies are simply wholly insuf(i�fefit to serve as ,nod�ls for it. 

-- Yehuda Bauer wrote: 1� 

A number of Jewish religious authorities have said that the l:lolocaust is not 
essentially new, and represents a continuation of the persecution which has ' -

plagued the Jews for two thousand years. The need to integrate the Holoca11st 
intp the tradition of Jewish martyrology is understandable from a religious· 
point of view, but it is historically erroneous. For one thing, never befol'e was 
there a plan to annihilate the Jew,ish people everywhere. Persecutions ·were 
limited in area-Jews usually h,;;i the possibility of escaping elsewhere. The 
attacks and expulsions were the result of local social, religious, economic or 
political tensions. And the Jews had, as a rule, the pption of abjuring their 
faith-sometimes only temporarily-and if they chose to do so, their lives 
were usually spared. There was never a persecution that saw in the t6tal 
annihilation of the Jewish people a panacea for the ills of humanity. In that 
sense, Nazi anti�Semitism represented a ne\Y departure, because while i:he 
elements on which it built were familiar, tbeir combination was qualitatively 
unprececjented, total and murderoll�. From i:!:_ Jewish historical perspective, 

Hebrew Lite�ature (New York, 1984). See also Mortimer Ostow, "The Jewish Response to 
Crisis," Judaism and Psychoanalysis (New York, 1982), 231-66. This essay first appeared in 
pamphlet form published by the Wisconsin Society for Jewish Learning and the Mount Sinai 
Medical Center in Milwaukee and in Conservative Judaism 23:4(1980):3-25. For more on 
1ewisli. collective memory 'and response to citastrophe, · see Y oSef H: Y erUshalnii, Zakhor: 
Jewish History and Jewish Memory (Seattle, 1982), in passim. 
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therefore, the Holocaust, while containing many elements familiar from the 
long history of Jewish martyrdom, is unique.62 

Passions run very high on this issue among survivors and nonsurvivors alike, 
but one thing is.dear� As unprecedented as the Holo�aust m�y have been in the 
force and scope of itl des.rructjon, the)iterary and practical reactions of the victims 
th�mselves-,. were anything but unptefedented. While from the perspective of the 
suffering inflicted on the Jewish people, the Holocaust may (and should) be lifted 
out of history and severed from the millennia�old Jewish 'experience1 from the 
perspective of the reactions of its victims it is very much rooted in Jewish history. 
The literature of the Holocaust retrieved and reapplied 8.ncient archetypal images 
of faith, accept_ance and challenge in the face of t,agedy, as did the actions of the 
Jews themselves who experienced it.63 Both fit precisely into pre--existing patterns 
and toSether they serVe as one more tragic link in the chain of Jewish responses to 
catastrophe since ancient times. 

The story of the nine'ty-three Bais Yaakov girls of Cracow is a perfect example 
of this point ftom 'both of these perspectives, each of which will be analyzed in some 
detail. As indicated above, it'inspireH. a small but significant corpus of literature 
which, in its fictional descriptions and poetic laments, reflects familiar, oft--repeated 
and well--known themes ·and motifs. The most famous literary w6rk written in 
connection with this story is the poem by Hillel Bavli which first . appeared in 
Hadoar in January, 1943, and was popularized through its inclusion into the Yorn 
Kippur service in two widely used High Holiday prayerbooks.64 Already at. the 
beginning of his introduction to the poem, Bavli placed the story into ,a brqader 
historical context. He noted how "this affair adds the voice of our own generation 
to the voice of past generations by proclaiming and stating: it is better to sanctify the 
name of Gqd than to profane it and live." He went on to state how "the ninety .. three 

62"The Place of the Holocaust in Contemporary History," Studies in Contemporary )eu,ry I 
(1984), 218. See ;lso ibid., 201-02; idem., The Holocau,t in Hiswrical Perspective (Seattle, 1978), 
30£. Cf. George Steiner, "The Long Life of Metaphor: An Approach to the 'Shoah,' " Writing 
and the Holocau,t, ed. by Berel L,ang (New York and London, 1988), 158-59. 

For the first view, see R. Moshe Feinstein, "bi .. Devar Keviat Yorn Taanit le-Kedoshei 
ha-Shoah," Am ha-Torah 2:10(1985):17-18: " . . .  one should not establish another [fast] day 
exclusively for the decrees that were in our times. It is in the category of all the decrees that were 
made in the course of this entire, long Exile . . .  " 

In the course of an early debate (1952) in the Israeli Knesset about the propriety of 
accepting German reparations money, Pinhas Lavon, who late! became minister of defense, 
argued against those who feared that doing so would undermine the unique historical horror 
of the Holocaust. He claimed that Jews had always been killed by their enemies. Yes, more 
Jews were killed this time but that was only because there were more Jews living in the world 
at that time and also because the Nazis were particularly efficient in their methods. See Divrei 
Knesset (1952), 910. For the significance of this comment in the context of t!ie general 
difficulty in dealing with the Holocaust in the early years of the State, see Charles S. 
Liebman and Eliezer Don-Yehiya, Civil Religion in /,rael (Berkeley, 1983), IOOf. 

For a recent discussion about historical continuities and discontinuities in connection 
with the Holocaust, see Irving Greenberg, The Jewish Way (New York, 1988), 314f. 

,63See th� wdrks cited above, n. 61. 
64See above, n. 20, 35, 36. 
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· maidens fallowed in the path of the martyrs of l.rrad of old" by pouring out their hearts 
in prayer, drirlking the poison and returning their souls to God . .  Later, in his 
afterword, Bavli again associated these girls with the martyrs of old. He addressed 
God and prayed tHat, "may the memory of these pure souls and the memory of all the 
martyrs of the generations who died affirming Your unity rise before You."65 Finally, 
in the course Of the poem itself he invoked a very popular ancient archetypal image 
of Jewish suffering, the akedah. Bavli wrote: 

In their presence we will drink the cup of poison'. and die. 
Innocent and pure, as befits the daughters of Jacob. 
Before our mother Sarah66 we will fall in prayer and say to her: 
"Here we are! We have met the test of the Akedah." 

The use of this theme in Jewish martyrological literature __ has a long, interesting 
history, but what is of particular interest is that it is invok�d here in our context iI'l 
an unusual and perhaps even unprecedented way. In order to ftJlly appreciate the 
novelty of this passage, a few preliminary remarks are necessary. 

One of the major issues discussed in rabbinic literature in'co�n�ction with this 
story is the identity of the ,individual being tested by God. The biblical verse Sjates 
explicitly "and God tested Abraham" (Genesis ZZ: 1) anq this notioi:i o( the akedah 
as Abraham's test is echoed later in Jewish tradition as well. During the Rosh 
Hashanah Musaf amidah, we make mention of Abral).tim's great, selfless expression 
of faith in God and beseech Him to treat us with �4.mpassion in, his merit: 

- I ' 
Remember ·in our favor, !-,ord our God, the covenant, the kindness and the 
oath"which You made to our fatner Abraham on Mount Moriah. Be mindful 
of the time when our father Abraham bound his son Isaac on the altar, 
suppressing his compassion that he might wholeheartedly do Your will. So 
too may Your mercy overcome Your anger from us and, i� Your grea't 
goodness, may Your wrath t�rn away from Your people, Your city a�d Your 
inheritance.67 

Abraham is the hero and it is his herffism that we invoke on our behalf, in this text 
as well as in o'thers.68 

65The full introduction and afterword is printed in Bokser, ibid., 434, 436. Harlow, ibid., 
560 reproduced only part of the introduction. 

661.e., the biblical Sarah and Sarah Schenierer. 
67See Philip Birnbaum, High Holiday Prayer Book (New York, 1951), 341. 
This passage clearly reflects the centrality of Abraham's role as opposed to Yitzhak's. Cf. 

Louis Oinzberg, The Legends of the Jews V (Philadelphia, 1925), 249, n. 229. 
It was also incorporated into the prayer recited after the daily recitation of the biblical 

passage of.the akedah. See Philip Birnbaum, Daily Pray.; Book (Ne._.,, York, 1949), 21-23. 
68See, for example, Mishnah, Taanit 2:1: "May He who answered Abraham on Mount 

Moriah answer you and hearken to the voice of your cry on this day"; Bereshit Rabbah 55:8: 

"And he cleaved the wood for the burnt•offering": R. Hiyya b. R. Yose said in the 
name of R. Miasha, and it was also repeated in the name of R. Bannaiah: As a reward 
for the two cleavings wherewith our father Abraham cleaved the wood of the 
burnt•offering, he earned that God should cleave [divide] the Sea before his descen• 
dants, as it says, "And the waters were divided" (Exodus 14:21). 
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However, post•bibliCal Jewish sources go out of their way to ascribe a much 
more active role to Isaac than would appear from the biblical narrative. Indeed, for 
them, Isaac is the,real hero for, after all, he was the one who was prepared to make 
the ultimate sacrifice. This tendency is, accurately summarized by George Foot 
Moore: 

In Genesis it is Abraham's faith and his obedience ,to God's will even to the 
offering of his only son, the child of promise, that constitutes the whole 
significance of the-·story; Isaac is a purely passive figure. In the rabbinical 
literature, however, the voluntariness of the sacrifice on Isaac's part is 
strongly emphasized. lnsthd of a cnild he is a man in the fullness of his 
strength (according to the rabbinic.ii chronology, thirty•seven years old), 
when, plainly, the aged father could not have bound him against his will,69 

After the sin of the Golden Calf, the Midrash relates how Moses told God, 

If it is burning that they deserve, then remember, [0 Lord,) Abraham who 
jeopardized his life in the fiery furnace in order to be burnt for Thy name and 
let his burning cancelrthe burning of his children; and if it is decapitation that 
they deserve, then remember their father Isaac who stretched forth his neck 
on "the altar ready to be slaughtered for Thy name, and let now his 
immolation cancel the immolation of his children . . .  70 

Indeed, it is Isaac's role in the akeda� which is invoked to serve as a merit for the 
Jewish peovle, here ,and elsewhere as well. 71 

In yet another group of texts, the actions of bo�h father and son are 
highlighted together. In an exegetical comment dn the introduction to the story, 
"and it came to pass after these words" (Genesis 22: 1), the Talmud states: 

For a discussion of this -text, see Yaakov E. Ephrathi, Parashat ha�Akedah (Petah Tikva, 1983), 
141-46. See-also Bereshit Rabbah 56:1. 

69George Foot Moore, Judaism I (Cambridge, 1927), 539. See too the commentary of 
Abraham ibn Ezra on Genesis 22:4: "There is nothing in the text about Yitzhak." 

70Shemot Rabbah 44:5. 
71See·also Taanit 16a: 1

\ • •  that God may remember for our sake the ashes of Isaac"i 
Berakhot 62a; Bereshit Rabbah 43:8; Shir ha-Shirim Rabbah 1, 14; Pesiktd de-Rav Kahana, ed. by 
Salomon Buber (Lyck, 1868), 200b, Deuteronomy, #95. 

It is also interestil'\g to note that in a number of medieval Christian plays based on this 
story, Abraham's role is glossed over and Isaac alone is the hero, highlighting the role of the 
son here as a prefiguration of Jesus' later crucifixion. See Rosemary Woolf, "The Effect of 
Typology on the English Medieval Plays of Abraham and Isaac," Speculum 32(1957):805-25. 
Conversely, in the Kur'an's account of this story, the name of the son is nbt even mentioned 
and the Muslim tradition eventually identified him as having been Ishmael. See Encyclopedia 
of Islam IV (1978), 109-10, s.v. Ishak. What both these traditions have in common is a 
clear respect for Isaac's role in this storyi the Christians substituted Jesus for Isaac and the 
Muslims substituted Ishmael. 

For other Christian conceptions of the akedah story, see Hans Joachim Schoeps, "The 
Sacrifice of Isaac in  Paul's Theology," Journal of Biblical Literature 65(1946):385-92 and the 
sources cited there. 
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.What is meant by ''after?" R. Yohanan said on the authority of R. '/.ose b. 
Zimra: After the words of Satan, as it is written " And the child grew, and was 
weaned [and Abraham made a great feast ,the same day that Isaac was 
weaned]" (Genesis 21:8). Thereupon Satan said to the Almighty: "Sovereign 
of the Universe! To this old man You did graciously vouchsafe thdruitof the 
womb at the age of one hundred, yet of all that banquet which he prepared, 
he did not have one turtle-dove· or pigeon to sacrifice before You! Has he 
done aught but in honor of his son!11 Replied He, "Yet were I to say to him, 
'Sacrifice your son before Me,' he would do so without hesitation." Straight, 
way, God tested Abraham . . .  , 

R. Levi said: After Ishmael's words to Isaac. Ishmael said to Isaac: "I am 
more virtuous than you in good deeds, for you were circumcised at eight days 
but I at thirteen years.'1 "On accoUnt of one limb would you incense me!" he 
replied. ''Were the Holy One, blessec/ be He, to say unto me, 'Sacrifice thys,;lf 
before Me,' I would obey." Straightway, God did tempt Abraham.72 

' 
f 

This is precisely at issue here in this talmudic passage. For B/Y ohanan, Abraham 
is being tested; for R. Levi, it is Isaac. 73 

Furthermore, an oft,quoted rabbinic passage conflates both of their ro1es: 

R. Bibi b. Abba in the name of R. Y ohanan qplained: Our father Abraham 
stood before the Holy One, blessed be He, ih prayer and supplication, and 
said to Him: "Sovereign of the Uni�erse! Jt,,as manifest and known' to You, 
when You said to me, 'Take now.your son, your only son' (Genesis 22!2), that 
there was in my mind an answer I could have given You and that there was 
in my mind something I could have said, viz.: But yesterday You promised 
me, 'For in Isaac shall seed be called to You' (Genesis 21: 12), and now You tell 
me, 'Offer him there for a burnt-offering' (Genesis ZZ:2)! Howevet,-just as I 
had an answer to give Ybu but controlled my inclination and did not reply'to 
You, 'As a deaf man, I hear not and . . .  as a dumb man that opens not his 
mouth' (Psalms 38: 14), so wh<:!1 the children of Isaac give way to transgres
sions and evil deeds, recollect for thtm the binding of their father Isaac and 
rise ftom the Throne of Judgment and betake Yourself to the Throne of 
Mercy, and being filled with compassion for them, have mercy upon them 
and change for them the Attribute of Justice into the Attribute of Mercy!"74 

72Sanhedrin 89b. See too Bereshit Rabbah 55:4. For an analysis of these texts, see Yaakov 
E. Ephrathi, op. cit., 69-77; Yaakov Elbaum, "From Sermon to Story: The Transformation 
of the Akedah," Prooftexts 6:2(1986): 100-02. 73See also Midrash Tanhuma Oerusalem, 1982), 891 - BeTeshit, Parashat Vayera, #18, end; 
Midrash Ekhah Rabbah, ed. by Salomon Buber (Wilna, 1899), 14a, Proem 24. 74Vayikra Rabbah 29:9. See also Bereshit Rabbah 56:10; Talmud Yeru.shalmi, Taanit 2:4; 
Midrash Tanhuma, op. cit., 95, Parashat Vayera, #23, end. In this latter passage, God assures 
Abraham that He will favorably respond to his request: "The children of Israel are destined 
to sin bef9re Me and I will judge them on Rosh Hashanah. However, if they wish me to 
search for a �erit.on their beli.alf (she,ahapes lahen z;ekhut) and remember for them the akedah. 
oflsaac, let them blow before me with the shofar of this{ram]." For the different versions of 

\ 
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Although drawing God's attention to his own personal act of faith, Abraham's 
conduding request was not that God should remember what he did when his 
children will sin but that God should ,remember what Isaac did when Isaac's 
children will sin. Both father and son acted in a virtuous way and the actions of 
both should later redound to the favor of their descendants. 75 

The image and precedent of the akedah occupied a very prominent position in 
Je\i/ish 'martyrological literature beginning with_ ancient times. ,In keeping with the 
simple biblical text, the earliest sources highlight the role of Abraham in that 
episode. In the famous story ofwThe Woman and Her Seven Sons,n the mother gave 
a message to her children who one by one refused to bow down to ,an idol and were 
therefore all taken to be killed: 

Their mother wept and said to them: "Children, do not be distressed, for to 
this end were you created-to.s,anctify in the world the Name of the Holy 
One,'blessed be He. Go and tell Father·Abtaham: Let. not your heart swell 
with pride! You built orie altar, but I have built seven altars and on them•have 
offered up my seven sons. What, is more: Yours was a trial; mine was an 
accomplished fact!"76 

In the akedah story, the focus is bn t\braham's action. If his behavior wai 
meritorious, argued the mother, then hers should certainly be considered as such, 

this text, see Shafom Spiegel, The Last Trial, trans. by Judah Goldin,{New York, 1979), 
90-91. See also L. Ginzb/,rg, op. cit. (n. 67), 252, n. 248; Y. Ephrathi, op: cit. (n. 68), 308-12. 75See too the familiar passage in the Selihot service which echoes the 'statement cited • 
earlier (n. 68): "May he who answered Abraham our father at Mount Moriah answer Us,. and 
then cOntinues, "May he who answered Isaac his son when he was bound on the altai;, answer 
us," acknowledging a role not only for Abr;hafil b1:1,t for Isaac as well. See.�he Authorised 
Selichot for the Whole Year, trans. by A. Rosenfeld (London, 1969), 19. Also, R.David Halevi 
explained the Shulhan Arukh's ruling that the biblical description of this story should be 
recited lilS part of the daily ritual "in order to remember the merit of our forefathers (zekhut 
avot) everY•�ingle day," clearly giving equal significance to both Abraham and Isaac. see Tat. 
Shulhan An<kh, Orah Ha:>,im, l :4. See also Bet Yosef, ad. loc. 

For more on this theme, see the comprehensive study by Shalom Spiegel, "m'rfAggadot 
ha-t\kedah," Sefer hiz•Yovel li-Khevod Aleksander Marx (New York, 1950), 471-547; trans
lated as The Last Trial, ibid.; Geza Vennes, Scripture and Tradition in Judaism (Leiden, 1961), 
193-227; Alter Hile�tz, "Nosei ha-Akedah ba-Tefillot," Hi�rei Zemanim I U�rusalem, 1976), 
36-43; Meir Givati, "Oked ve Ne'ekad-Mikra u-}1idrash,"·�t Mifra 27:2-3 (1982),144-54; 
Aharon Agus, The Binding of Isaac and Messiah (Albany, 1988), 33-68; and other articles 
printed in the collection by Eli Yassif, Akedat Yitthak: Mehkarim be•Hitpathutah shel Masoret 
Sifrutit Qerusalem, 1978). The work also contains a useful introduction and bibliography. 

This issue is also a cencral feature in many of the biblical commentaries on the story. A 
careful examination of them would yield much interesting material relevant to our theme. 76¥ alkut Shimoni, Deuteronomy #938. This story appears in a number of different sources. 
See J. Gutman, "ha•Em ve•Shivat Banehah ba,Aggadah u•ve•Sifrei Hashmonaim II ve,IV," 
Sefer Yohanan Levi Qerusalem, 1949), 2Sf; Gerson Cohen, "Maaseh Hanah ve•Shivat 
Banehah be-Sifrut ha-lvrit," Sefer ha-Yovel li-Khevod Mordekhai Menahem Kaplan (New York, 
1953)r109-22; S. Spiegel, The Last Trial, ibid.,.B-16. For special emphasis on the role of the 
akedah in this story, see A. Agus, The Binding of Isaac and Mes.siah, op. cit., 11-35. 
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for her sacrifice .was far greater than his, both in numbers and, more import'antly, 
in result. 

Here, the focus is not on the exemplary behavior of the sons bllt, rather, on 
the extraordinary sacrifice of the parent (the mother), hence the identification with 
\he parent (the father) in the akedah episode. The authors of subsequent Jewish 
martyrqlogical works, hoWever,., identified .more dirc;ctly wit}l lsaa� who, as the 
victiffi of the akedah, much more closely- prefigured theiri- own situation. Indeed; it 
has been suggested that it was precisely the new historical reality: of persecution, 
suffering and martyrdom in the centuries before and aftet; the destrµction of the 
Second Temple which was responsible for the later rabbinic reshifting of the focus 
in the akedah story from the exclusive biblical emphasis on Abraham to a more 
active and cei;itral role for Isaac. In their search for biblical paradigms, the� 
beleaguered Jews found in Isaac an excellent role model and reformulated his role 
to fit their own needs. 77 They even went so fu_r as to clairq that Isaac was act4.ally 
killed, all in an attempt to parallel his story as much '1,S possible with their own.78 
No longer was Abrahjim the hero; it was J)J)W Jsaac, the martyr, ')Vho was the hero. 
And not only was his exemplary behavior 'to act as a �6urce of merit in the 
Heavenly court for the Jewish people down through the ages, it was to be actually 
emulated by all future generations. In a �lebrated passage explaining the mitzvah of 
blowing the shofar \)n Rosh Hashanah, R. Saadya Gian wrote: 

The sixth reason is to remind us of the ake£½ih ofYitzhak wh� �ave his life for 
the sake of Heaven. So too must we be prc;:l)ared to give pur lives fqr the sake 
of Heaven, for the sanctification of His riame. 79 

I ' 
I 

The most famous references fo the akedah story as a paradigm of Jewish\ 
martyrology in medieval Hebrew literature are found in the literature surrounding 
the First and Second Crusades of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. F\>r exarl\ple, 
one Crusade chronicler wrote iri a well�known pai.;sage: ,,,-

Please inquire and find out as to whether there ever was such a mass akedah 
from the days of Adam; h� there ever been eleven hundred akedot.in,'a ' 
single day, all of them like the akedah oflsaac son of Abraham? A single one 
performed on Mount Moriah shook the world, as it is written, "Behol_d their 
valiant ones cry without; the aQ-gels of peace weep bitterly" anc;l the skies 
darkened. But now what have they done? Why have·the skies not ,IJecome 
black, and the stars withdrawn their shining, and why have not sun and 
moon darkened in their courses, when on a single day, a Tuesday, i:he third of 
Sivan, were killed and slaughtered eleven hundred martyrs, including infants 

77See0for example, Ephraim E. Urbach, Hazal: Pi�kei Emunot t1e�Deot Oerusalem, 1976), 
445-46i Dov Noy, "ha�Akedah ke�Avtipus shel Kiddush Hashem," Mahanayim 
60(1962):140-44; G. Vermes, op, dt., 203-04; M. Givati, op. cit., 151-53. 78See especially the sources cited in Urbach, ibid., 446-49; D. Noy, ibid., 141-42i G. 
Vermes, ibid., 204f; S. Spiegel, op. de., 28f; idem., "Perur me�Aggadot ha�Akedah," Sefer 
ha-YoveLLi-Khevod Avraham Weiss (New York,,.1964),,553-66 . . .  , . ..•• , 

79See Abudarham ha-Shalem Oerusalem, 1959), 270; M. Givati, op. cit., 153. 
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and children who Had never sinned and souls of the innocent and humble? 
Will You in the sight of these•things withhold Your anger?80 

When hundreds upon hundreds of.men arid women slaughtered one another and 
their children, no immediate historical precedent was provided. The chronicler 
preferred to go all the way back to the Bible and did so to accomplish a two-fold 
p�rpose. First, in order to link the current acts· of martyrdom with a typological 
antecedent of great resonance and, hence, not only to legitimize them but even to 
exalt them. Secondly, he intend�d to 'go one step furtlier aqd show that even this 
exalted precedent cannot legitimately serve as such for it does not even compare to 
;hat happened later, either in numbers or.outcome:''Please inquire and find out as 
to whether there •was ever such a mass akedah from the days of Adam," asks the 
chronicler. Clearly he is convjnced,that the anSwer to this rhetorical question is 
"no\that no such event ever took place in all of human history. The scope of the 
present martyrdom remains, therefore, }lnprecedented and the faith it reflected is, 
as a result, even more remarkable and praiseworthy. And indeed, these martyrs of 
the Crusades, with their appeal to the imagery of tl)e, a�edah, become very 
significant role.models for the martyrs of subseqtlent generations ... 81 

·1t is against this literary�historical background that we can appreciate the 
significance of the use of the akedah precedent as, a -historical paradigm for the 
ninet"9�three Bais Yaakov girls. In the two examples cited above-whei:her that of 
'%e Woman and Her Seven Sons" of the mahYrs during the Crusades-it was 
used as a precedent for an act of either allowing a loved one to be killed ("The 
Woman"J or actually killing someone else (\he Crusade martyrs) in order to sanctify 
die Name of God. Indeed, both of these c9nclusions were logica\ extensions of the 
biblical story and its midrashic elaborations. In fact, it ·"is in keeping With such a 
co?text that we also find a refereI\ce·to the akedah motif in a ,poem about the 

80See,the chronicle by'R. Shelomo'b. Shirnshon printed in A. M. Haberman, Sefer 
Gezerot Ashkenaz ve�Tzarefat Oerusalem, 1945), 32. 

81Foi•more on the Crusade chronicle descriptions, their use of the akeda.h, and their 
significance for later Jewish history, �ee S. Spiegel, op. cit., 17-27i A. Mintz1 op. cit., 85-101; 
M. Ostow, op. cit., 254-SSi Ivan G. Marcus, "from PolitiCS to Martyrdom: Shifting 
Paradigms in the Hebrew Narratives of the 1096 Crusade Riots," Proo/texts 2:1(1982):40-52; 
Robert Chazan, European Jewry and the First Crusade (Berkeley, 1987) 12_7-28; Gerson D. 
Cohen, "Messianic Postures of Ashkenazim and Sephardim," Studies in the Leo Baeck 
Institute, ed. by Max Kreutzberger {New York, 19(:)7), 149-52. 

See also the short story by Shmuel Yosef Agnon,, "Lefi ha�Tzaar ha�Sekhar," ha�Esh 
ve-ha-Ettim, Kol Sippurav Shel Shmuel Yosef Agnon VIII Oerusalem and Tel Aviv, 1962), 5-19; 
idem., Yamim Noraim (1938), 48-52; Michah Yosef hen Gurion (Berdyczewski), T:refunot 
ve-Aggadot: Aggadot Am I (Leipzig, 1925),'116. 

It is iriteresting to note that the Crusade chronicles also refer to Abraham's behavior as 
a paradigm for their own: "And Zion's precious sons, the people ofMainz, ,were put through 
the ten trials like Father Abraham . . . .  They too offered up rheir sons, exactly ,as Abraham 
offered up his son Isaac." See A. M. Haberman, ibid., 31-32. 

For the use of the akedah motif in Selihot written by Ashkenazic Jews to describe their 
own�expetie�ce during the Crusades, see-:-{ aakov:Rotschild, �Seder-ha�Selihot: Maayanot: 
Me'asef le-lnyanei Hinukh ve-Horaah IX Oerusalem, 1968), 453, 466, 472-73. 
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Holocaust b:y Aharon Zeitlin entitled "Shir ha-Akedah." As the subheading to the 
poem, he cites the verse Oob 13:15; in the keri as opposed to the ketiv version): 
"Though He'slay me, yet in Him I will trust" and goes on to refer to himself as a 
burnt offerii;ig (alah) and as a bound �heep. One� again, these allusions relate to• 
being killed by someone else, in this c�e either God or the Nazis, depending on to 
who{Il \he "he" in the first phrase of the verse refers. 82 '-

But our story is different, for here the akedah theme is being directly used to 
justify, and even glorify, solely the act of suicide, something for whicb neither the 
biblical version nor any of its midrashic emb,ellishffients prov'ides any bas�.83 Wflile 
tpere is one fairly isolated midrashic tradition which claims that Isaac bound 
hii'uself to the altar ,84 there is certainly no text which states that he atte,;,pted to kill 
himself, nor would there be any reason to expect such a text.85 Neverth.eless, the 
imagery of the akedah story had so seeped into the psyche of especi�lly Ashken�zic 
Jewry and had become so accepted.in ,martyrol�gical literature that it was appl�ed 
here even in a case where sucJ'i an application was not strictly warranted. Clearly'its ' � 

I 82See A. Zeitlin1 "Shir ha#Akedah," Shirifn u#Poemot Qerusalem, 1949), 269-70. For 
another reference to the akedahjn Holocaust literature, see R:Kal�nymus Kalman Schapiio, 
Sefer Esh Kodesh Oerusalem, 1960), 72-73. 1• 

For other examples of the akedah motif in modern HebreW literature, see Moshe Steiner, 
"Bein Akedah le-Hitmod,dut Gevurah," ha-/.]mah 14(1976):409-20; Glenda Abramson, 
"The Reinterpretation of the Akedah in Modern HebretS.r Poetry," Journal of )ewiSh Studies 
41:1(1990):101-14. / 

• 
83 Although,."the woman" did commit suicide after her seventh son was killed (Gittin 57bi� Yalkut, op. cit.: n. 76) and there WCre many example's of suicides i� the Crusade chronicles,' 

�h� a�h motif need not be understo6d as having beerfdirectly applied to them, aS it clearly \ ts m our story. 
84See Sifre al Sefer Deva rim, ed. by Elieier A, Finkelstein (Berlin, 1940), 58: 

' 
R. Meir says: Scripture says, "Thou shalt love the Lbrd, thy God, with all�hy heart." 
Love Him with all your heart, as did your father Abraham, of whom it is said, "But 
thou, Israel, My servant, Jacob, whom I have chosen, the seed of Abraham My friend" 
(Isaiah 41 :8). "And with all thy'soul;' as did Isaac who bound him.,elf upon the altar, as ' 
it is said, " A�d Abraham �tretched forth his hand, and took the knife to slay his.so�" 
(Genesis 22:10). 

The standard assumption, however, is that Abraham bound Isaac to the altar (as per Genesis 
22:9). According to some midrashic traditions, he did so at Isaac's request. See' Bereshit 
Rabbah 56;8. See Menachem M. Kasher, Humash Torah Shelemah lll:2 (New York, 1949), 
886-87, #108-109; Y. Ephrathi, op. cit., 252-56. 85lt is, however, most striking to note that the Midrash associates suicide with Abraham's 
role in this story. See Sifre al Sefer Devarim, ibid., 355,. #313: 

"He kept him 'as the apple of His eye" (Deuteronomy 32: 10): Had the Holy One, 
blessed be He, asked Abraham for his eyeball, he would have given it to Himj and not 
only his eyeball but his very soul, rhe thing most precious to him of all, as it is said: 
"'Take now your son, your only one . . .  even Isaac" (Genesis 22:2). But is it not well 
known,that Isaac was his only, sonl.Rather, this refers to AbrahaOU.soul, which is 
called "only one," as it is said, "Deliver my soul from the sword; mine only one from 
the power of the dog" (Psalms 22:21). 
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applicatibn here is unusual, if not unprecedented. But the unprecedented should no 
longer surprise us, especially in this context. It has long been noted that the mdss 
martytdom of the victims of the Crusades themselves was also unprecedented, going 
beyond any mode of behavior mandated by the· biblical !lkedah,story or, for that 
matter, by the halakhah itself..And so, in our case, the unprecedented is taken yet 
one step further,the akedah paradigm mo\ring from one, near killing at1:he com# 

' mand of God (the biblical story) to �!even hundred real killings spontaneously done 
(during the Crusades) to ninety-three suicides. And, as we move further and.further 
away from the original source, the tremendous self�sacrifice of Jews in time of great 
persecution and suffe;ing gets raised to yet another level of saintliness and virtue. 

The theme of the akedah was not the only biblical paradigm invoked in the 
poetic and belletristic literature about 11the ninety�three." Poets and essayists alike 
mined the corpus of Jewish tradition for other motifs which they utilized in 
attempting to cloak this story in ancient biblical imagery for the purpose of granting 
it transcendental mea'.ning and significance. In David Shimoni's poem mentioned 
above,86 he paralleled the levels of purity and courage which these young women 
attained to the heights of Mount Sinai which their ancestors dared not ascend 
during the time of revelation. 87 He also referred to the ninety�three as "olot" or 
burnt offerings, putting their death on par with biblical sacrifices brought to 
expiate Israel's sins. Furthermore, he wrote that the container of poison they used 
"shall be hidden like the jar of manna in the memory of the nation for generations." 
The poison which took the lives of these girls is as exalted as was tke manna which 
sustained the lives of their fotefathers in the desert. 1Also, not only will their story 
enter the storehouse of the collective memory of the Jewish people, but the very 
pltysical essence of the poison, like the jar containing the manna (arid the hrk, the 
cr4se of anointing oil and the staff of Aaron with which it is grouped in the 
talmudic text),88 will ultimately be unearthed and proudly displayed in a position of 
prorrtinence at the end of days. 

Furthetmore,•Shimoni noted that: "We do not knoW their burial place, like 
the burial piace of the faithful shepherd. But we do know that, like him, they died 
at the will of God." This identification of the ninety-three with Moses is significant 
and shows th'e extent to which Shimoni was prepared to go to glorify their act and 
their memory. After all, it was God Himself who buried Moses. 89 Furthermore, 'this 
imagery raises another association with a relevant rabbinic passage: 

R. Hanna b. Hanina said: Why was Moses'burial place hidden from human 
beings? For it was obvious and known to God that the Bet ha-Mikdash was 
destined to be destroyed and the Jewish people would be exiled from their 
land. Perhaps they will come to Moses' grave and cry and plead, and Moses 
will rise and nullify decrees. For the righteous are more beloved in their death 
th;m in their' life.90 

86See above, n. 34. 
87See Exodus 19:24. 
88See Yoma 52b. 
89See ,Deuteronomy 34:6, Sotah 9b, 14a. 
�is passage is cited in the En Y aakov on Sotah 13b. See too R. Barukh Halevi 

Epstein,Torah Temimah on Deuteronomy 34:6, s.v. ve�lo yada. 
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J"he• contemporary relevance of this passage to the Holocaust is dear. God was 
absolutely insistent on going through with this great destruction, ,including the 
death of the ninety-three, and refused to allow anything that _might possibly stop 
this "de·stined" acc. Also, the final phrase provides solace to those who mourn their 
loss, for as righteous 'as they were in life, they were even 'rpore sci in death. 

The parallel of the experience of the ninety-three tb Mt. Sinai is also found in 
an English po�m written about them by Alter Abelson: 

11For chastity, we chose to die 
Rather than live like swine in sty. 
Recite the Kaddish hymn, we pray, 

·In our behalf on Yizkor day." 
So Haya wrote the day before 
The Nazis came to shame their core. 
A glory trembled in the wor[l]d, 
As when on Sinai's heights was heard 
The voice of Heaven, by Israel's tribe, 
Which Cod's eternities inscribe . . .  91 

I 
I 

I 
Finally, another one of -the literary sources, a s\lort story by Eug�ne Wein• 

tfauP, acknowledges the twin response� of acceptance and challenge which •char# 

�cterize the Jewish response to catastrophe througl;i th� ages'. At first, he places the 
following remar11 into the mouth of the girls' pri�cjpal: � es r;hildren·, you can sh<;d 
Your tears, but remember that we have p. duty' tb perform. God has s'ee[) fit ,to' 
appoint us for the task about to be done. We ;hould be proud. Just as OlJr fatl)ers 

\ 'and mothers-just as our brave ancestors of old-h<}d their appointed hour so have 
we to face our task." What an expression of faith and belief in God! But the story 
ends on an entirely different note. Sister Sarah prayed:�"'Where are you _this 9-ight, 
Almighty, when your children cry for the need of Your protection. Whete are You, ' .. , oh ,God, when monsters are coming to destroy what You have brought forth. 
This, too, is a classical Jewish response to catastrophe and has ample precedent iµ 
ancient and .medievar times.93 �e..__ typology is thus maintainedi.. both ip. descrip_;-
tions of the tragedy a§ well as in the responses tp it. 

But there is one last, historical typology·that remains to be explored. Our 
interest here· is not in the general act of suicide in the service of martyrdom, but in 
the more SI?ecific act of taking one's life to avoid being forced irto engage in sexual 
activity with an enemy.94 Whether this particular episode of the ninety#three 

91See above, n. 22. 
92Ibid. 93See the works of David G. Roskies and Alan Mintz cited above, n. 61. Compare the 

challenge described here with the absolute passive acceptance, prayer, and expressions of 
faith in God which greeted the news of this event at a meeting of the Vaad Hatzalah in New 
York City described above, p. 98. 

94For examples of suicide as an act of martyrdom in general, see the Crusade chronicles 
discussed above which are full of them and the literature cited above, n. 81. In addition, see 
Abrah�m Zacuto,..Sefer Yuhasin ha#Shalem (Frankfurt am Main, .1924)r51; Sidney C5oldstein, 
Suicide in Rabbinic Literature (Hoboken, 1989), 41-50. 
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occurred or not, we do not know. Bllt it is clear that it could have occurred, for the 
collective memory of the Jewish people contains many such instances, frOm ancient 
times into the modern period. A few salient examples of suicide for the�sake of 
maintainirtg chastity will suffice to make the point clear. 

A famoµs talmud�c passage already describes such an event as having taken 
place during the time of the destruction of the Second Temple: 

Rabbi Judah said in the name ·of Samuel, dr it may be R. Ammi, or as some 
say it was taught in a Baraitha: On one occasion four hundred boys and girls 
were 'carried off for iminoral purposes. They divined what they were wanted 
for and said [tb themselves,] "If we drown in the sea shall we attain the life of 
the fuillre world?" The eldest arpong fhem expounded the verse, "The Lord 
said, I will bring again from Bashan, I will bring again from the depths of the 
sea" (Psalms 68:23). •1 will bring again trom B:ashan," from b�tween the teeth 
of [ben shinei] lions. "I will bring again from the deptl-is of the sea," those who 

We will also not enter into the issue of the hala_khic legitimacy o( allowing oneself to be 
killed ar;id certainly taking one's own life whei{ faced with the alternative of forced 
conversion,. !here is a large lit,erature pn [his subject, �pecially in connect

1
ion with the 

suicide pf ;he"Jews at 1;1.asada. for a bibliogx;aphy of this lfterature, see Lou_is H. Feldman, 
]osephu.s and Moddm Scholarship (1937-1 980) (Berlin and New York, 1984), 779-89. 

For [he case made by later Ashkenazic authorities lo justify this app'arehtI� clear breach 
of the law, see Jacob Katz, Ben· Yehudim le-Goyim Oerusalem, 1960), 89f; trans. as Exclusiveness 
and Tolera�ce (NeW-York, 1969), 82f; idem., "Ben Tatnu 'Ie-Tah ve-Tat/' Sefer 'Jlt'.i-Yovel 
le-Yitzhak, Baer Oerusalem,• 1961), 321-22; David Berger, The Jewish-Christian Debate in tlie 
High Middle Ages (Philadelphia, 1979), •25-26; Haym Soloveitchik, "Religious Law and 
Change: The Medieval Ashkenazic Example," AJS Review 12:2(1987):208f. 

For this issue as it arose during the Holoca!,lst, see Irving]. Rosenbaum, The Holocaust and 
Halakhah, op. cit. (n. 56), 35-40, 47f; H.J. Zimmels, The Echo.of the Nav Holocau.st in Rabbinic 
Literature, op. cit. (n. 56), 63-64, 82-85, 244-50. 

For the halakhic issue as to whether Jewish law permits a (n unmarried) woman to let 
I 

. . hersel be killed or commit suicide to avoid sexual relations with a gentile, see S. YisraeJi, 
"Mitzvat Kiddush Hashem bi-Shlosh Averot ha-Hamurot," Torah she-Be'al Peh XN (1972), 
72-78; Shinuel T. Rubenstein1 "Hatz'alat Nefashot al Yedei Giluy Arayot , ba-Halakhah," 
ibid., 89-96; Eliyahu ben Zimrah, op. cit. (n. 57). 

One thing is crystal clear. By the. twentieth century, the (alleged) action of the,ninety, 
thiee Bais Y aakov girls had been so much a part of normative Jewish. behavior for centuries 
that not only did it not occur to anyone to question their behavior on halakhic grounds and 
accuse them of violating the law but, on the contrary, it was held in the highest regard and 
esteem as being a most exalted act of kiddush Hashem. 

Another context for this story is the special role played by women in Jewish martyrology, 
both by killing themselves as well as by allowing themselves to be killed by others. For a 
preliminary treatment of this phenomenon, see M. Kayserling, Die )udischen Frauen in der 
Geschichte1 Literatur und Kunst (Leipzig, 1879), 63-73i Shlomo Ashkenazi, Neshei Yisrael 
bi-Gevuratan, op. cit. (n. 31); reprinted with additions as Giborot be-Yisrael1 op. cit. (n. 31); 
idem., ha-Ishah be-Aspaklaryat ha-Yahadut, op. cit. (n. 31), 61-67; Yit,hak Rivkind, "Kiddush 
Hashem fun Froyen," op. cit. (n. 38), 1029-39; S. Noble, "The Jewish Woman in Mediaeval 
Martyrology," Proceedings of the-Fifth World Ccngms-of J.iwisk·Somie,-I!' Oeru@lem;J972); 
English section, 133--40. 
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drown in the sea. When the girls heard this they all leaped into the sea. The 
boys then drew the moral for themselves, saying, 1'1f these for wh,om this [i.e., 
sexual intercourse] is natural act, so, shall not we, for whom it [i.e., homose�� 
uality] is unnatural?" They also leaped into the sea. Of them the text says, 
"Yea, for thy sake we are killed all the day long, we are counted as sheep for 
the slaughter" (Psalms 44:23). 95 

A slightly different version of the story appears in Midra.,h Ekfiah Rabbah: 

Vespasian, may his bones be.pulverized!, filled three ,ships wii;h men and 
women of the nobility of)erusalem, planning ro place them in the brothels of 
,Rome. When they had embarked on the sea, they-said, ''ls it not enough for 
us that we have angered our God in !;:!is holy house? Shall we now outrage 
}iim overseas as well?" They said to� the women, ''Do you want such a thh;1g?" 
They said to them, "No." They said, "Now if these, who are accustomed to 
this, do not want it, as to us, how much the inore sol'' , 

They said to them, 1'Tell us, if we throw ourselv�l into the-sea, shall we 
have a portion in the world to come?" The Holy One, blessed be He, 
enlightened them with this verse: ''The Lord said, I will bring again from 
Bashan, I will bring again from the depths of the fea" (Psalms 68:23). Tnose In 
the first ship stood up and said, "H�ve we forgotten the• nam'e of our God or 
spread forth our hands to. a strange God? [Surely not!]" (Pialms,41,32), and 
threw themselves into th� sea. The second/'[group] went and said,, ")Vould no� 
God search this out?•For He knows the·secrets of the heart'' (Psalms 44:22\ 
and they threw themselves into the sea. The third [gi;oup] said, "Yea, for Thy\ 
sake we are kill�d all the day long, we ;ire counted as sheep fqr the slaughter."\ 
(Psalms 44:23), and they threw themselves into the sea. And the Holy Spirit 
cried, "For these things I weep" (Lamen'1:ations 1 : 16).96 

i.,,... _/· 

Not only is there evidence here that such behavior occurred, but it clearly 
had the blessings of the rabbis, eyen in this case where the involvement in sin they 
were trying to avoid was not immediate. In f;ct, While in the first text, �he assurance 
of a share in the world to come for those who committed suicide under these 

95Gittin 57b. See too Yalkut Shimoni, Psalms, #798, Ekhah #1028; Midrash Zuta, Ekhah, ed. 
by Salomon Buber (Berlin, 1894), 68, #21 (Parma.ms. #541). For the significance of the 
number four hundred, see Gerson D. Cohen, "1be Story of the Four Captives," below (n. 
99), 86-89. 96Midrash Ekhah Rabbah, ed. by Salomon Buber (Vilna, 1899), 4la- b. For a slightly 
different version of this text, s�e the standard editjon of Midrash Rabbah1 Ekhah 1:45, beg. 

For the ancient concern that someone who is dr'owned will not merit resurrection, see 
Menahem Stern, "Ema-Adamah be-Sifrut ha-lvrit ha-Atikah," Tarbit< 9:3-4 (1938):272-74; 
Saul Lieberman, Sheki'in Oerusalem, 1939), 58; idqn., "Some Aspects of After Life in Early 
Rabbinic Literature," Harry Austryn Wolfson Jubilee Volume lI Oerusalem, 1965), 527-30. 
Both cite our text as an example of this fear I implicitly suggesting that what concerned these 
martyrs is not that their suicide may make them ineligible for olam ha�ba but rather the fact 
that they would perish in•water and not be-buried in the-ground. Gf. D, Noy, op. cit. {n, 77), 
143, who interprets their concetn as stemming from their contemplated �uicide. 
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circumstanc�es comes from "the eldest among them," in the srcond text it is provided 
by none other than God Himselfl 

In another rabbinic text, this act was not even questioned and was simply 
taken for granted as being an• appropriate mode of behavior: 

It once bccurred with seventy virgins who were c::tptured and put in a ship ·ro 
be brought and placed in brothels. Those virgins Said to one another: "Let us 
come and sanctify the Name of the Holy One, Blessed be He, and not allow 
ourselves to be defiled by uncircumcised idolators:" What did they do? They 
went up to the roof, fell into the sea' and drowned themselves in it.97 . . ... ' '  . ' . 

These stories must have made a tremendous impression on subsequent generations 
and, with th.c p,issage of time, they seeped into the collective consciousness and 
hiitorico,I expetience of the Jewish people. 98 

Close�to one thousand Years later, the story is repeated in Abraham ibn 
Daµd'.s Sefer ha-kabbalah in connection with a tragic episode which occurred in the 
tenth c;entury. At the beginning of his fami;,us story of"the four captives," lbn Daud 
recounted how the commander of the ship carrying these great.scholars wanted to 
violate.the wife' of one of them, R. Moses, who later:became the leading rabbinic 
figure in Spain at that time: 

Thereupon, she cried out in Hebrew to her husband R. MoseS'and asked him 
whether or not those who drown in the sea will be ·quickened at the, time of 
the resurrection-of the dead. He replied unto her: 'The Lord said: I will bring 
them back from Bashan; I will bring them back from ·the depths of the sea." 
Having heard his reply, she cast herself into the sea and drowned.99 

While t!,.ere are at least a dozen other examples of tl;i.e phenomenon of women 
committing suicide to preserve their chastity among both Ashkenazic and Se� 

97See Yal�ut Shimoni, E�hah, #1017; see too Midrash Zuta, Ekhah, op. cit., 64, #13 (Parma 
ms. 541);, 135, #9 (Parma ms. 261). See also Gerson D. Cohen, "The Story of the Four 
Captives," below (n. 99), 75f. 

98lt is interesting_that the celebrated Tosafi.st, Rabbenu Tam, based his positive evalua• 
tion of martyrdom in certain circumstances on this story. See Tosa/ot, Avodah Zafah 18a, s.v. 
ve•al. See too,R. Chazan, op. cit. (n. 81), 123: "While these four hundred young martyrs are 
not mentioned explicitly in the Hebrew First Crusade chronicles, they do seem to play a role 
in the thinking of the chroniclers, certainly, and perhaps of the members of the persecuted 
communities." 

It was also included in subsequent collections of Jewish martyrological literature. See, for 
example, Shimon Bernfeld, Sefer ha-Demaot I '(Berlin, 1924), 110; S. Ashkenazi, Neshei 
Yisrael bi•Gevuratan, op. cit. (n. 31), 42-43; idem., Giborot be•Yisrael, op. cit., 73. 

99See Gerson D. Cohen, Sefer ha-Qabbalah: The Book of Tradition by Abraham ibn Daud 
(Philadelphia, 1967), 46-47 (Hebrew), 64 (English); idem., "The Story of the Four Captives," 
Proceedings of the American Academy for Jewish Research 29(1960-61):59- 60, 74. This story is 
repeated in Abraham Zacuto, Sefer Yuhasin Jia..Shalem, op. dt. (n. 94), 209. For Zacuto's 
liberal use ofibn Daud's chronicle;see G. Cohen� Sefer ha•Qabbalah, ibid,;xiii.!.xiv...See also 
S. Ashkenazi1 Neshei, ibid., 46-48; idem., Giborot, ibid., 82-83. 
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phardic Jews during medieval times, 100 the next most famous example of this 
activity comes from the Jewjsh experience during the Chmielnicki massacres in 
Poland in the middle of the seventeenth century. In describing the destruction in 
the city of Nemirow, R. Nathan Nata Hannover wrote: "They ravished women and 
young girls as they wished, but some of the wom�n-and maidens jumped into the 
moat sup-ounding the fortress in order that .the uncircumcised should not defile 
them. They drowned in the waters. "101 Then, i.n one of Jhe most well�known and 
dramatif pi}ssages of the work, he prqvided two specific examples: 

.It happened there that a beautiful maiden, of a renowned and wealthy family, 
had been captured by a certain Cossack who forced her to be hi; wife. But, 
befbre they lived together, she told him with cunning that she possessed a 
certain magic and that no weapon could harm her. She said tcf him: ''If you do 
not believe me, just test me. Shoot at me with a gun, and you will•see that I 
will not be harmed." The Cossack, her husband, in his simplicity, thought 
she was telling the truth. He shot at her with his gun and she fell and,died for 
the sanctification of the' Name,•to avoid being defil�d by -him, May God 
avenge her blood. 

' 1 
Another event occurred when a beautiful girl, abdut, to be married to a 

Cossack, insisted that their marriage take place in a church which Stood , 
across the bridge. He -granted her request, and with timbrels and flutes, 

; 
attired in festive garb, led. her to the mari-iage .. As soon as they .came to the 
bridge she jumped into•the�water and was' drowned for the sanctification of 
the Name. May God avenge her blood. These and many-similar events took 
place, far too numerous to be recorded:1°2 \ 

I 

The events of 1648-1649, in general, left an indelible imprint on the colleg:ive 
Jewish historical consciousness. Jney served the subject of many lirurgicat"Works 
(piyy!'tim, kinot'; selihot) in Hebrew and Yiddish and a number of historical 
chronicles, and served as the cause for the esrablishmeht of the twentieth of Sivan 
as an annual d:iy of fasting.103 In t� nfoeteenth century, they continued to provide 

100por a number of examples, seeS. Ashkenazi/Neshei, ibid., 32, 34/35, 39, 59-60, 68-69, 
76, 82, 86, 96- 97; ()iborot, ibid., 44, 46, .50-51, 92, 100, 107008, 1 IO, 1 lln., 113, 128-29. See 
also Yosef Hakohen, Emek ha�Bakha,,ed. by M. Letteris (Cracow, 1895), 25, 44, 113. 

101R. Nathan Na,ta Hannover, Yeven Met.rulah (Tel.Aviv, 1966), 38. 
102Ibid., 39. S. M. Dubnow accepted this description as historical fact. See his History of 

the Jews in Russia and Poland I (Philadelphia, 1916), 147. 
Fgr other examples of suicides during the 1648-1649 persecutions, see the sources cited by 

J, Katz, "Ben Tatnu le-Tah ve-Tat," op, cit. (fl, 94), 331, n. 54. 
103See, for example, Shimon Bernfeld, Sefer ha-bemaot III (Berlin, 1926), 160-84; Na

cbum Wahrmann, "Der Widerhall der Ereignisse von 1648/49 in der synagogalen C,ich� 
tung," Monatsschrift fii.r die Geschichte,und Wissenschaft des ]udenthums 80(1936):282-93; 
idem., Mekorot le-Toledot Ge,erot Tah ve-Tat: Tefillot u-Selihot le-20 Sivan Uerusalem, 1949); 
Abraham Berliner, "Sefer Hazkarat Neshamot," Kooetz al Yad 3(1887):29-31; Avraham 
Yaad, "Likutim Bibliografiyim," ,Kiryat· Sefer 16:3(1939):375-79; A. M. Haberman, "Piy• 
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material for ballads, pbems aild�novels in Hebrew and Yiddish and their memory 
retnained strong until the Holocaust.104 

In particular, Nathan Nata Hanhover's Yeuen Metzulah was very popular. It 
was reprinted a number of times and well over a dozen Yiddish and Polish 
translations were published into the twentieth century. 105 It was even the custom 

' of some Jewish communities to read' this work during the three week period of 
national mourning between the Fasts of the Seventeenth Day of Tammuz and the 

'Ninth of Av. 106 And, of ;ll the works published in connection with this tragedy 
and of all the descriptions of events in Yeuen Metzulah, the stories about these two 
young�women, i'n particular, captured the imagination of subsequent generations. 
Due to �their stark, powerful .simplicity and tragic, dramatic poignancy, they 

yutav ve-Shirav shel Rabi Yam Tov Lipmann Heller," li-Khevod Yorn Tov, ed. by R. J. L. 
Hakohen Maiman Qerusalem, 1956), 125fi Max Weinreich, "Zvey Yiddishe Kinis Coyf 
Khmelnitskis Gezeyros," -Bilder fun der Yiddi..sher Literaturgeshichte (Vilna, 1928), 192-218. 

For historical chrqnicles in addition to Yeven Met:culah, see, for example, R. Shabbetai 
Kohen, Megillat,Afah, printed in Bet Yisrael be-Polin II, ed. by Israel Halpern Oe;us,;lem, 
1954), 252-55 (among other places); H. J. Gurland, le-Korot ha-Gezerot al Yisrael, 7 vols. 
(Jetusalem, 1972); M. Hendel, Gezerot Tah Tat (Jerusalem, 1950). 

'for the fast of the 'twentieth of SiVan and its relationship to an earlier historical tragedy 
(i:he massacre at Bl6is in 1 171), see Shalom Spiegel, "mi-Pitgamei ha-Akedah," Sefe'r ha-Yovel 
le-Khevod Mordekha/ ,Menah� Kaplan °(New Yor�, 1953), 268-70; Yosef H. Yerushalmi, 
Zakhor: lewis.Ji History and Jewish Memory, op. cit. (n. 61); 48--52. 

104See Chane Shmeruk, 11Gezerot Tah ve-Tat: Sifrut Yiddish ve-Zikhron Kolektivi," 
Tzion 53:4(1988):371-84i trans. into English as "Yiddish Literature and Collective Memory: 
The Case of the Chmi,lnicki Massacres," Polin 5(1990):173-83. 

For, anOl:her example of the resonance of the fast of the tweiltieth of Sivall. in 
the twentieth century, see'Yosef Halevi, 11 Taanit Tzibbur Kavanu': Tehinah Nishkahat 
be�lkvot ha-Peq,ot be-Russyah be-ReShit ha-Me'ah," Divrei ha-Kongres ha-Olami ha-Asiri 
le-Malla'ei ha-Yahadut 3:2(Jeiusalem, 1990):121-28. Also, the same issue • of ha
Par�s which contains a description of the' story .of our pinety-th�ee Bais Yaakov girls 
(aboVe, n. 17) begins with an "el male rahamim" prayer commemorating the destruction 
caused by the ChmielniCki massacres of 1648-1649 and composed for recital on the 
twentieth of Sivan'.:. See ibid.1 2. Tue day is also marked in the annual Luah Minhagei Bet 
h(z-Kenesset distributed by the Ezras Torah organization up to and including the present 
time. 

For an example of the widespread knowledge about these massacres in the peri9d 
immediately preceding the Holocaust and their being seen as the prototype of Jewish 
suffering, see Ephraim Shmueli, 11Kiddush Hashem bi-Yemei ha-Shoah," Sefer Yovel li
Khevod Morenu ha-Gaon Rabi Yosef Dov Halevi Soloveitchik Shlita II Qerusalem and New York, 
1984), 1 188. 

105See Yitzhak Ganoz, ''ha-Sippur ha-Tragi al 93 ha-Banot ba-Shoah, le-Or ha-Meoraot 
she! Gezerot Tah ve-Tat," Yeda-Am 51-52(1984):64, n. 3; C. Shmeruk, Polin, ibid., 178; E. 
Shmueli, ibid. Cf. R. Barukh Halevi Epstein, Mekor Barukh1 Introduction (Vilna, 1928), 592, 
who refers to Y even Metzulah as being a vety rare book. 

106See"Likkutim mi-Divrei Yosefle-R. Yosefb. YitzhakSambari," in Adolf 0. Neuba.uer, 
Mediaeval Jewish Chronicles I (Oxford, 1887), 149; H. J. Gurland, le-Koror ha-Gezerot al 
Yisrael, op. cit. , I, 11 .  
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became especially well known in the annals of Jewish martyrological literature and 
inspired much subsequent literary activity.107 

Our story of the ninety-three Bais Yaakov girls of Cracow fits squarely into 
this pattern which had long become well defined'and prominent in Jewish history. 
Whether or not it actually happened as described is difficult to determine, buf there 
is certainly no question that it could have happened. And if it didn't happen to 
ninety-three Bai,; Yaakov girls in Cracow, it undoubtedly did hapRen to other 
women, in other cities, under dffferent circumstances, during the long dark years qf 
the Holocaust.108 We are dealing here with an archetype, one of the most power�J 
and poignant ones in all of Jewish martyrblogical literature, which we have traced 
from the first century destruction �f the Temple to the twentieth century destruc• 
tion of European Jewry. 109 

* * • * \ 

What conclusions may be drawn from our description ahO.,,/ri.alysis of the episode 
of the ninety•three girls? First and foremost, we must recdg'nize that the informa# , , 

. ' ' 
107See Yaakov Fichman's•introduction to Yet1en Mettuldh (fel Aviv, 1966), 12. For this 

stor.y (and others like it) in the works of Michah --Y osef Berd)'�zewski, Y ehudah Leib Gordon, 
Shaul Tchernichowsky, Y .  L. Peretz, and Shalom Asch, see Y. G�noz, op. cit.1 5!-59i 
Michael Stanislawski, For Whom Do I Toil? (New York, 1988); 62-65. 

The Yeven Metzulah text about" the two maiderl was reproduced i_n later c;ollections ::'f 
sources dealing with the �vents of 164�-1649. See, for example, Abraham Kahane, Sifrut 
ha#Historiyah ha#Yisraelit II (Warsaw, 1923), ·306; S. Bernfeld, SefeT ha#Demaot, op. ci�., 
117-18; M. Hendel, op, cit. (n. 103), li-18; A. Ben-Pavid, Moyredike Mayses, I (N_ew Yor�, 
1983), 59; D. Roskies, The Literature of Destnu:tion, op. cit. (n. 61), 112-13. 

It is most striking that in attempting�to show the development of the Yiddish language 
from the seventeenth to the twentieth century at the end of his Hebrew article cite'd abOve 
(n. 104) by examining successive Yiddish translations of Yeven Metzulah, C. Shmeruk chose 
precisely these two stories as his example. See ibid., 381-84. 

For other references to this story (and others like it), see M. Kayserling, op. cit. (n. 94), 71; 
S. Noble, op. cit. (n. 94), 136; S. Ashlienazi, Neshei, op. cit. (n. 31), 104-06; idem., Giborot, op. ' 
cit. (n. 31), 138- 39, 142-44. For a more elaborate v'ersi�n of it, s�� H. J. Gurland, le#Korot 
ha•Gezerot al Yisrael, op. cit., V, 34-35. 

108For some examples, see S. Ashkenazi, Neshei, ibid., 143-54; idem., Giborot, ibid., 177f, 
esp. 352-59. 

See Y. Rivkind, op. cit. (n. 94), 1036: 

[The story of the 93] is maybe, a consciously fabricated legend, without a basis in 
reality. But it is in the spirit of our thousand•year martyrdom. Therefore it found such 
an echo and was so praised by Yiddish and Hebrew poets. 

The curriculum of the Bais Yaakov schools stressed the paramount importan�e. of 
modesty or t.viiut. For an example of this, see an essay by Sarah Schenierer on the subject in 
Em bi-Yisrael I (Tel Aviv, 1955), 162-64. 

109¥. Ganoz, op. cit. (n. 105), 61-62, even tries to see the number 93 and the word tzag 
(the n'umerical value of which in Hebrew is 93) in typological terms. 
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tion available to us does not enable us to draw any definitive conclusions about its 
historicity. The impossibility of reconstructing the route which the letter took in 
occupied Europe, the lack of corroPorative witnesses and, most of all, our discus� 
sions with.knowledgeable individuals do not· allow us to state with any degree of 
certitude that the incident described in the letter did, indeed, occur. In fact, we 
have serious doubts that it occurred. However, we hope to have demonstrated that 
the historical evidence adduced against the likelihood of the story haviilg occurred 
is not conchlsive because 'for each historical argument it ·is pos'sible to mount a 
counterargumenf. Finally, in response to thos� claiming that the incident Js 
"unlikely" to have occurred, let Us remind the reader that the period in question was 
one d�ring which the most u.nlikely events did occur, wheq entire communities 
w�re wiped out Without leaving even a single survivor. Thus, while "unlikeliness" is 
an _argurhent which may be used fn ·normal times, this Was 8. t'ime perioq. during 
which "unlikely',

. 
events occurred on a daily basis. 

How does reality '(or nonreality) became a myth? What process does a 
historical incident underg0 as, it metamorphoses into a parable? Ou� suryey-of the 
episodl! of the ninety-three girls prfwides us with a partial answer �o't}l\s question. 
This epispde .includes most of the. components I'lecessary for this process: an 
account of extraordinary heroism, a strong religious dimension, lack of clarity with 
regard to details, imprecision in the transmission of the story• and objective 
attempts to verify ordestroy its credibility. Just a few years after th; event allegedly 
took place, the account of the girls' life and death had already metamorphosed from 
a possible trpgic reality into a tale of Jewish heroism. This process was greatly 
assisted by the fact that the story was continuously embellished in order to glorify 
the giils' acti�ns. Ironically, these embellishments, meant to glorify their achiev'e� 
ment, only strengthened the arguments of those wh.o denied tQat it- ever had 
occurred. Thus, within little more' than one geheration, the episode underwent a 
dual metamorphosis: from ·possible ..-reality to symbol'- in other "'words, from a 
possible tr�gic historical incident to ·an example of Jewish bravery-and from 
symbol t9 myth-from a historical moral example to a parable'rooted in a historical 
settihg but without haying necessarily occurred in face. 

The mystery surrounding the tale of the ninety-three Beth Jacob girls remains 
unso�lv�d: We can �only terq.per some of the arguments of'those who deny its 
historicity and claim that they do not prove that the story could not have 
happened .. Maybe it did happen. But, maybe again, it didn't. Could it have 
happened? Of course. 110 

1 1°:ln a conversation on July 1, 1991, an individual who requested anonymity informed 
Dr. Schacter that Dr. Jacob Griffel, an individual who worked for the Vaad Hatzalah during 
and after World War II, told him that his daughter was one of the ninety�three. 

A recent book about the Bais Yaakov girls of Cracow during the Holocaust by Pearl 
Benisch, To Vanquish the Dragon Qerusalem/New York, 1991) makes no mention of the 
story. 
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'Reproduction of Letter from Jacob Rosenstein to 
Rabbi Dr. Leo �ung, :January 51 1943 

•,inrtl'. l1'1\l11. n'll,)lli'I nmnc., 

clf guk £l4.azi <Wo&" D"'Ja.niza.tio!' 
THI: UNION 01" UNIYIPl--.&.Y o ......... ,zltO 0,n't<Ol;KJII J-rt 

(W..IO-H - r-.,..,.. ING.) 

CCNT-1. lt:1n1:CVTIVa. LONDON a• BIIAHCH Ol"P'IC_, .,IEAU&l'-LEM AHi) NIIW� YORK 

Pabbi Iir • •  Leo Junt: 
Tho Jewish C�nter 
1:n ·r.est.S6th Streat 
Hew Yori: Ci�. 

teer Rabbi Juni;; 1 

O""CII �P' T>UI: -El 
aae W1:n 87TH • 

NEW YORK 

JOnuarJ 5, Hi4:5. 

I 
I sen� you onclo9e,d Lhe literni copy of n sc,rcol�• precodont.,� tfu."'Pn 
docum.:mt o!" Jev,is!". heroisr, �·,·,ich ?!i-. Dnr,!.el ler.enst$in in Zu.:,dc'i 
hD.s tn.nsmitted tq �.:r. Schenkolevrsid .• 

It is a document , not onl:,· for Jevtis': horois� 
e,:!.ucatii:-n in the Poth Jacot- schools, s\hlc� hn� 
t'ie courage of preferrlnc der-th to di�t;i_-'!co,  

in i:;eren.l, bu'. of �1-,e 
gre.nt.Jd ':.o tho�,� llrb 

��• 'request to you 
Jo.cob Ccmm.i�t,ut " 

1t1 ybur 1urHty os t. 1•<J c,,wir-:lln 
is o. dout-lo ono 1 •  

of t!".e " 
/ ,..-,-·'

AJ;,ar-'fco:1 �eti: 

(e.) to e.rni.ngij tho' a f'81"1!"&.ne.,_t J:adisl- frO""'. no.v unt11 t;he Tl'it,:lo of Jul�· 
shall be said 1n th.It_ " Jewish Center �" for tlie�e �•ouni; :r.n��·rc or 
Beth Jacob. 

{b) thBt �ou kin"l:; tranelPt.e tJ,.?J l utto!" into :::nrlii:h n11c' s,1·"' P v,:_q1 
501"'.e introductor;; rsrnr<s on .. s c1;;o:1 ccrr.�,i'ltl"r/ det.oili; fol" ru? � i�r.
t ion to th-, " NOTr Yorf. lost " or to  ':h.J " r,: "• ! B" rfrn !/ 1 :., ,. •.� -, 
" ?la,·: 'iort. 71r.e, " wo'lld not bo will i:ci; to publis� sue:: o ,:ea��i: ·  ":'•-.c1.o-
r.:.ent.. • 

JR: :i?..:.: 
E.:i.cl. 
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